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VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR.
J

§§§§
W. WALTERS,

W. ROYER, M. D.,

Contractor and Builder,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t bis residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

TKAPPE, PA.
‘Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Y. WEBER, UI. D.,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 7 to9 p. m.

u

A. KRUKEN, M. D.,

JJARVEY JL. SHONO,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
821 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N.
A t Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
Prom pt attention given to all legal business.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
Bankruptcy.
1-10

H om eopathic Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLJ3, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. in.; 6 to 8 p, m.

g

B. HORNING, H. D.,

E

d w a r d d a v id ,

Painter and

P aper-H anger,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. 4®“ Samples of paper
always on hand.

Practising Physician,
M. MERKEL,

EVANSBURG-, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. iq.

w

J^R. B. F. PEACE,

(Successor to J . F. Illick), CO LLEG EV ILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident th a t I can please the most par
ticular in m y line of business. Give me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

D entist,
COR. MAIN AND De KALB STREETS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.

^ j h e a p and Reliable Dentistry.

I, S, Borneman,
209 SW EDE ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.
In active practice 20 years. The only place
Where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.

D

R. S. D. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
OOEL.EGEVII.I4E, PA.

First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

DR. FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

P

G. HOBSON,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
NORRISTOW N

and

g

Practical Barber

P. SPARE,

Contractor and Builder,
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estim ates cheerfully furn
ished.
ôaplyï

J

H. HAMER, M. D.,

H om eopathic Physician,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Office H ours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

S, KOONS,
SCH W EN K SV ILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

P. BALDWIN*

Real Estate Agent,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Hundreds of oppor
tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel
lent b u sin ess stands, private residences in th e
North, and first-class properties in the Sunny
South, upon reasonable terms. No m atter what
you m a y desire in the line of real estate» we
nave or will secure ju st what you want. L oans
negotiated.
12jy.

CO LLEO EV ILLE.

All legal business attended to promptly. First*
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.

JgjDWARD E. LONG,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
and N otary P u bl ic . Settlem ent o f Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
O f f ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall A Stanbridge Streets, N O RRIS
TOWN. PA.

Q E O . W. ZIMMERMAN

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
826 SW EDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornanoe
Bnildlng, NORRISTOW N, PA.
A t Residence, Collegeville, every evening.

MAYNE R. LON68TRETH
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

GEORGE N. CORSON,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

EXTRACTING,
PAINLESS
25 CENTS.
Oar Latest Improved Method*

Best Teeth, $5 .0 0
Gold Crowns, 5 .0 0
High Grade Work Only at
Reasonable Prices.

TBETH WITHOUT PLATES.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
i v r Open Evenings and Sundays.

44Think of Ease
But Work On ”
I f your blood is impute you cannot e*ven
"think 'of ease.” The blood is the
greatest sustainer of the body and when
you make it pure by taking Hood's Sarsa
parilla you have the perfect health in
which even hard work becomes easy.

NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
DrKALB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Can be consulted in German and English.

JOHN T. WAGNER,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
« 6 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, FA.
All legal b u sin ess attended to with prompt
ness and accuracy. C o n su lta tio n s In English or
German.
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
5jan.

J

M. ZIMMERMAN,
»

Justice of th e P eace,
OOLLEGEVIDEE, FA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
sales a specialty.

JOHN 8. HENSICKER,

Justice of the P eace,
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
ended to. Charges reasonable.

g

W. WEIKEIj,

Justice of th e P eace,
TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
•iOgal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Jlaims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
charges.
20jan.

F. f , Schenren’s
13025674

Collegeville, PaSecond door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
cigars and tobacco
always on hand.

JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & C onveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oo.

J

G. FETTEROLF,

AUCTIONEER,
Offices In Baldwin’s Real E state Building, Collegeville, and a t the office of Attorney E. F.
Slough, opposite Court House, Norristown. Or
ders by mall promptly attended to. I am
thankful to the publlo for past favors, and hope
ot merit further patronage.
18oct.

UNDAY PAPERS.
S
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
*®those wishing to purchase In Collegeville and
trappe every Sunday morning.

HENRY YOST, News Agent,
OoUegevlUe, Pa.

He Jokes No More.

“Jake,” Inquired one of the younger
}t the knights of the road of an old
Jrnmmer, “what made you lame?”
“Overexertion at practical joking.”
“Tell th at to the lambs.”
“That’s dead right, sonny. Cracked
one too many, and it left me lame for
life. Ask any of the old boys. That
game of cinche came In when I was
traveling to what were then the new
silver mining districts in Colorado,
You call it pedro In this state, I guess.
“Well, I had a reputation for joking
those days—sort of an advertisement,
you know. There was a good deal of
shouting and shooting through the ceil
ing that night, but everybody was good
natured and jolly Until five hands were
played without a pedro being caught.
The bidders did nothing but go in the
hole and were getting uglier every
deal.
“At last I could contain myself no
longer, and announced with an up
roarious laugh that I had abstracted
the five spots. The general storekeep
er was a friend of mine and promptly
threw me from the second story win
dow. But they are great wing shots
out there, and two of them got me.
You’ll notice that the lobe of my left
ear is gone. The other bullet was ex
tracted from my leg under the super
vision of the vigilance committee. I
have been an ex-joker ever since.”—
Detroit Free Press.
The Story of a Picture.

Benjamin West’s picture of the
“Death of Nelson” is closely connected
with an anecdote of thé great sailor.
; Just before he went to sea for the last
! time he was present a t a dinner, dur
ing which he sat between the artist
and Sir William Hamilton. Nelson was
expressing to Hamilton his regret that
he had not. In his youth, acquired some
taste for art and some discrimination
in judging it. “But,” said he, turning
to West, “there Is one picture whose
power I do feel. I never pass a shop
where your ‘Death of Wolfe’ is in the
window without being stopped by it.”
West made some gracious answer .to
the compliment, and Nelson went on,
“Why have you painted no more like
it?”
“Because, my lord,” West replied,
“there are no moré subjects.”
“Ah,” said the sailor, “I didn’t think
of that.”
“But, my lord,” continued West, “I
am afraid your Intrepidity will yet
furnish me with another such scene,
■ and if it should I shall certainly avail
I mvself of it.”
. -

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUSD.

“The little yaller divil!” he exclaim
“Will you?” said Nelson—“will you,
Mr. West? Then I hope I shall die In ed. “I have a good mind to bate his
brains out. To think av him thryin
the next battle 1”
A few days later he sailed, his to shoot min th at’s thryin to save his
strangely expressed aspiration was re life!”
alized, and the scene lives upon can ! “Maype,” said Seigel, who was not
excited, “he didn’t know vat ve vos
vas.
goin to do. Anyhow, he can’t do, us
' The Modest Scot.
Love of country is so fine a virtue no-harm now, und ve better do vot ve
that It seems difficult to carry It to ex .vos sent to do.”
cess. A resident of a small village I “Oh,” said O’Connor, who had cooled
In the north of Scotland paid a busi off, “I never kilt a man yet afther a
ness Visit to London the other day. He battle in cowid blood, an I’m not goin
happened to call on a merchant who to begin now. M5 bark is worse nor
unknown to him had once made a stay me bite. So take howld av him, Siegel.
Come on, me laddibuck!”
in his native place.
In the course of conversation the vis I And, pickinghim up and handling him
itor made use of an expression th at led as gently as possible, they carried him
the other to exclaim, “Surely, you come to the rear until they met two coolies
from Glen McLuskie?” The assertion, wU* a litter. Into their care they de
livered him. The coolies in their turn
however, was denied.
Presently, to the merchant’s surprise, carried him back to the military hospi
another Glen McLuskie expression was tal, where be was obliged to remain
heard. “My dear Mr. MacTavish, I some weeks, during which he had time
feel convinced that you are a Glen Mc to revise his opinions of the hated in
Luskie man after all,” insisted the mer vader. ■
■ The hated invaders with whom he
chant.
“Weel,” returned the other, “I’ll no’ was chiefly concerned for the time
being were an old army surgeon of 30
deny It any longer.”
“Then why didn’t you say so at years' experience, a young army sur
geon with comparatively little experi
first?” demanded the Englishman.
“Weel,” was the calm response, “I ence, but with a scientific interest in
didna like to boast o’ it in London.”— gunshot wounds regardless of the race
or color of the victim, and a nurse, a
London Chronicle.
patient and gentle embodiment of en
thusiasm, patriotism and humanity
His Cknnce Came.
The photographer had just completed
all arrangements for the sale of his who had left a comfortable home In
studio, when the pretty young miss of Massachusetts to answer the call of
17 summers tripped in.
duty that oame to her. He
sur
“I want my picture taken,” she sim prised that the five Americans with
pered. “Do you think my face will whom he had personal experience—the
break the camera?”
two soldiers, the two surgeons and the
“Not this camera.” said the photog nurse—should all have treated him so
rapher just as simperingly. “It is pro kindly, and he felt sincerely grateful,
vided with double extra strong lenses.” but he was still a rebel. For, whatever
Of course the miss of 17 summers may have been the motives of others
Immediately flounces out and goes to In the insurrectionary movement, Man
the rival photographer, who, when she uel Pardo was a patriot according to
springs the joke about her face and his lights, and he was still ready to
thé camera, joins with her in a hearty give his life If necessary for the free
laugh.—Indianapolis Sun.
dom of bis country, as he understood
the term.
[ W M M THE CIRCUIT RIDER CAMe T
And when the military authorities re
leased him, merely exacting a promise
In the backwoods of Ohio, in the days of long ago.
When religion was religion, not a dressy fashion th at he would not again bear arms
shoo,
against the Americans, they were quite
¡When the spirit of the Master fell as flames of liv right in supposing the promise to be of
ing fire
„
And the people did the singing, not a trained, ar little value. He fully intended to take
the field again, although there was
tistic choir,
There was scarcely seen a ripple in life’s gently much less bitterness In his heart than
flowing tide,
In the days before he was wounded.
No event* to draw the people from their daily
His moral sense had not been develop
toil aside,
Naught to set the pious spirit of the pioneers ed to the point of regarding seriously
aflame
the m atter of breaking a military pa
gave upon the rare occasions when the circuit
role.
rider came.
However, for the time being he was
He was usually mounted on the sorriest of nags,
obliged to remain a noncombatant, for,
All his outfit for the journey packed in leather though his wound had healed, his con
saddle bags,
And he’d travel with the Bible or the hymnbook dition was not yet such as would per
mit him to take part In the necessarily
/ in his hand,
Heading sacred word or singing of the happy rapid movements of the Insurgent
promised land.
How the toiling wives would glory in the dinners forces. Meantime he found lodging
and employment with an “amigo” fam
they would spread,
And how many a hapless chicken or a turkey lost ily who were earning their daily bread
its head
by making bamboo cots for the Ameri
By the gleaming chopper wielded by the hand of
can troops^ a form of occupation forced
sturdy dame,
For it wasn't very often that the circuit rider upon him by necessity, but less dis
came.
tasteful than It would have been be
All the settlement around us would be ringing fore his anti-American feeling had been
with the news
modified by his experiences. While
That there’d be a meeting Sunday, and we’d there a message came to him through
!
“taller” up our shoes,
And we’d brush our homespun dress suits, pride the Insurgent lines.
I t appeared th at the mayor of the
of every country youth,
And we’d grease our hair with marrow till it
little town In which he was now living
shone like golden truth,
had been a member of a secret Insur
And the frocks of linsey woolsey would he donned
rectionary society to which Pardo also
by all the girls,
And with heated old fire pokers they would make belonged, one of the societies which
their corkscrew cutIb;
had organized the revolt against the
They were scarcely queens of fashion, but were
Spaniards and afterward transferred
* lovely, just the same,
And they always looked their sweetest when the their enmity to the Americans. But
circut rider came.
when the American forces arrived the
mayor welcomed them with enthusi
As a preacher, holy Mosesl how he’d swing the
asm. This was not in itself a crime,
living word,
How he’d draw the pious “bretherin” yet closer according to the Filipino code, for it
to the Lord,
did not necessarily prevent the mayor
And he’d raise the hair of sinners sitting on the
from using his Influence and any
backmost seat
With Ws fiery, lurid pictures of the everlasting knowledge he might acquire for the
best}
benefit of the Insurgent cause, as many
We have sat in grand cathedrals, triumphs of the
Filipino mayors did under similar cir
builder’s skill,
And in great palatial churches, 'neath the organ’s cumstances. But whether the enthusi
mellow thrill,
asm of this particular mayor was real
But they never roused within us such a reverential or feigned his adhesion to the Ameri
flame As would burn in that old schoolhouse when the can cause was regarded as real by his
former associates. Their spies report
circuit rider came.
—Denver Post.
ed that the mayor was a genuine
“amigo,” that he was using his efforts
oAoAoAoAoAoAooAoAoAoAoAoAo
and his Information to help the enemy,
and the beads of the secret society
found hlro guilty of treason and de
creed that he should die. Pardo was
o selected to carry out the sentence.
o
IS IS BS
►
◄
o There was a murder in the little town
o
► shortly after that. The “amigo” may
•4
A S to ry o f th e
o.
o
P h ilip p in e W a r.
► or was killed, and the assassin, know
■4
o ing well that he was leaving ample cir
o
* * *
£ cumstantial evidence behind him, has
ByW
ILLIA
ME. M
cK
EN
N
A. £ tened to make' his way to the Filipino
lines.
oToToToVoVoVooToVoTOVoToTo
It was some weeks after this th at
; “Two kilt an slvln wounded.” said O’Connor, while serving with a reconPrivate Terence O’Connor. “Bedad, noitering party, was shot in the arm,
the way they wor blazin away at us and Siegel started with him to the
ye’d think they’d do more damage than rear. But they had a long way to go to
the hospital tent, and long before they
that.”.
It was just after one of the many reached It a shot from ambush struck
fights to the north of Manila In which Siegel in the leg and disabled him.
the insurgents, after being driven from O’Connor tried to raise Siegel, but he
one line of intrenchments to another, w as. nearly exhausted by his own
had at last taken to the woods. Private wound and by the heat, and the effort
Terence O’Connor and Private Otto to assist his comrade proved to be the
Siegel, with others of their company, last straw. He fell forward, fainting.
The Filipinos, observing that no one
had been detailed to go over the scene
of the recent action and bring in any seemed to be near enough to help the
wounded American or Filipino who two soldiers, came out of their ambush
and made them prisoners. They were
might be found.
“Yes,” said Siegel. “If dey knew der hurried into the interior, and, as O’Con
rest of der trade as well as dey know nor afterward put it, “when they
how to make rifle pits it wouldn’t be no found out where they were they didn’t
know where they were.” To be a lit
easy chob to vip dem.”
“Thrue for ye,” said O’Connor. tle more explicit, they found them
“ ’Twould be an illigant time anny- selves in a bamboo hut, disarmed and
body ud have drivin us out of thim guarded, but the geographical location
same rifle pits. Still, If the war boulds of the hut was a mystery to them.
out long enough they may l’arn what Their wounds, however, had been
dressed as well as Filipino facilities
to do wit* their guns.
would permit. O’Connor cursed his
"Thim that fights an rune away
May Tarn to shoot some other day.”
luck roundly and performed the same
“I don’t see any wounded around service for Siegel, the latter being
here,” observed Siegel, whose mind, quieter and more philosophical.
perhaps, was more closely concentrated
“It don’t do no good,” he observed,
on the work before him.
to which O’Connor retorted that it
“Naytber do I,” said O’Connor. helped to pass the time, anyhow.
“They’ve carried away most of the
Then O’Connor berated the d ie twounded wit’ thim, I’m thlnkin. But, nothing but rice and too little of that.
bedad,” he cried suddenly, “there’s He wondered if they would have to
wan av thim now, an, be the powers. live on rice for the rest of their lives
I’ll knock his head off!”
and how long that would be. But final
Lying on the ground at a short dis ly his native good humor asserted it
tance, close to the entrance to a bam self, and in a few days he was on the
boo thicket in which perhaps he had most amicable terms with his captors.
tried to take refuge, was a Filipino
“If we can do nothin else,” he said,
badly wounded in the leg. Either mis “we may as well tache thim to spake
taking the purpose of the soldiers or English.”
Inflamed by patriotic resentment a t the
“Wit’ an Irish brogue,” suggested
invaders or by the pain of his wound Siegel.
or both, he had raised his gun, but
“Well, ’tis your own fault If they
seeing that they had not observed him l’arn It that way. If I have the gift av
he allowed them to approach as near gab while you sit there be the hour
as possible before he fired. The mo sayin little or nothin an thinkin about
ment O’Connor perceived him the sauerkraut an Schweitzer cheese an
Filipino discharged his weapon, but other things ye can get, how can ye ex
missed, and in another second O’Con pect the Jarman accent to get the best
nor had knocked his gun out of his av the Irish brogue in this part av the
PhilinDines?”
band.
...................... •— •

f T he T raitor. |
S
S

_________ PA B^TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.
Some of the Filipinos knew a little
English, and O’Connor held long and
animated conversations with them—
animated a t least on bis side—though
It is doubtful If they always under
stood the drift of his remarks.
“Is It for ransom ye’re houldin us?”
he inquired one day. “Be the powers,
thin, we might come to terms. The
divil a cint has ayther av ns, an ye
might as well let us go an save yer
rice an I’arn to make puddin out av it.
But I have two mont’s’ pay comin to
me, an I’d be glad to give ye a note for
it if ye’d let me go an get it.
“But maybe ye want us to betbray
our counthry an jine yer foorces? Be
dad, if Otto’s willln I’m ready. Otto’d
be a great catch for ye. His father
was in the Proosban army, an Otto
could tell ye how the Prooshans cap
tured Paris. An if ye’d make me a
major gineral I could give ye a tip on
how to capture Philadelphy. Honor
bright! Tell yer fri’nd Agutnaldo to
drop In an see us some time whin he’s
passin an we’ll talk it over.”
One day the guard was changed, and
as soon as the new sentinel saw the
prisoners he started.
“You know me?” he said.
“I do not,” said O’Connor. “Wan
yaller man is purty much the same to
me as another yaller man.” “I know him,” said Siegel. “He vos
der man vot you vos going to knock
his brains oud.”
“Be the powers, he is!” said O’Con
nor. “Faith, thin, ’tis a grateful man
he shud be.”
And Pardo tried to say how grateful
he was, but his eyes told them better
than his lips. If he could only do
something to show his gratitude, he
said.
“Let us out av this, thin,” said O’Con
nor.
But Pardo hesitated and then mildly
suggested that he was a soldier.
“I ax yer pardon,” said O’Connor.
“Well, what the divil happened to ye
since the last time we seen ye?”
And Pardo told his story as well as
his knowledge of English would per
mit, omitting the episode of the murder
of the mayor and the fact th at he had
broken his parole, not th at his con
science troubled him on either point,
but in deference probably to western
ideas on ethics.
“I ’m glad we ran acrost him,” said
O’Connor later. “W ar Is a curious
thing. If we get out av this, th at feller
will be popptn away at us w if his Mau
ser, an we’ll be poppin away a t him
wit’ our Krag-Jorgensens just as
cheerfully.”
“Und mit better aim,” said Siegel.
“I hope so,” said O’Connor.
Their Filipino friend was on duty
again, but he was very much excited.
As soon as he found himself alone with
the prisoners he told them that he had
something very important to say. There
was an acquaintance of his in the Fili
pino army whose brother kept a restau
rant in a small town near Manila. Two
soldiers—two ruffians—had called there
one night, drank as long as they had
money to pay for the drink, beat the
proprietor, smashed bottles and glasses
because he would give them no drink
after their money was exhausted, and,
worse than that* the proprietor had a
young sister who was acting as a
waitress, and these ruffians— Well,
her brother In the Insurgent army
seemed to have lost his reason when he
heard of these wrongs, and he had
sworn to revenge himself. And the
nearest objects of revenge were the
American prisoners.
“Well,” said O’Connor, “I’m thruly
sorry that sleh things should happen,
but what have we to do wit’ it?”
That was not the point, Pardo ex
plained. The enraged Filipino was like
ly to "murder them at the first opportu
nity, and he was not likely to have to
wait long before finding the opportuni
ty. There was but one thing to do.
They had saved his life, and he would
save theirs. When darkness came, he
would liberate them.
“And vot becomes of you?” Inquired
Siegel.
I t mattered not. He did not care
what became of him. They would shoot
him as a traitor—so be It.
“But, man,” said O’Connor, “If ye
care so little about yourself jist think
what’ll become of us. How the divil
are we to find our way In this mud an
slush th at’s known In the joggrafies as
the island of Luzon? If we don’t have
a guide th at knows the -ropes, the first
thing we know we may be walkin into
the arrums of the sultan av Sulu or
wan av his wives or mothers-in-law.
He ain’t on the island of Luzon, you
say? Oh, well, there’s jist as funny
things as him.”
Pardo, recognizing the force of the
plea, consented to go with them. It
was no easy journey, but Pardo was an
experienced guerrilla, and O’Connor
and Siegel, as they said themselves,
were no spring chickens, so he guided
them safely until at last they came In
sight of the Manila and Dagupan rail
way.
“You know your way now?” he In
quired.
“We do, an thank ye,” said O’Con
nor. “But why not come along wit*
us the rest av the way? Sure, ye can’t
go back to yer fr’lnds after what ye’ve
done. I’ll lnthrojuice ye to Sergeant
Fitzpatrick, an the byes In the compa
ny’ll nlver forget what ye done for Otto
an me.”
“I could not go to your people,” said
Pardo. And he told them of the mur
der of the mayor.
O’Connor scratched his head.
“Well,” said he, “ ’tis plainly me
Jooty to assist a criminal to escape from
justice If I only knew how to do I t I
see that we’ll have to part company.
But suppose ye made yer way to some
other part av this counthry—there’s
plenty av it, Lord "knows—where they
wouldn't be familiar wit’ ye an where
they wouldn’t be lntherested In the
mayor. Bad cess to 'him for a turn
coat, annyhow, an for gettin a nathrally dacint man like yerself into trouble.
Sure, ye might live to be the age av
Methusaieh before they’d get on to ye.”
“No, I have betrayed my country
men. You saved my life; I saved yours.
But I have betrayed my countrymen.
They will kill me as 1 killed the al
calde.”
“Thin what the divil are ye goin to
do?” asked O’Connor.
“This,” answered Pardo. Before they
could stop him he had drawn a knife
and stabbed himself in the h eart
“Poor little yaller man!” said O’Con
nor.—New York Herald.
U n n e c e s s a r ily C a n s tie .

Mrs. Quilpe'r—It says here th at cow»

§§§§

In Belgium wear earrings.
"Mr. Quilper—Oh, well, what of It?
The cows do not wear them volun
tarily, you know.—Boston T ranscript

A L L R E A D Y T fi~ F E R E /j
EXCITING INCIDENT AT A CENTRAL,
AMERICAN EXECUTION.
Why the Hand That Was Raised to
Give the Death Signal Gave Instead
a Cigarette to the Man Who Had
Been Condemned to Die.

“As was brought home to the Ameri
can mind during the Spanish w ar the
Latin races place slight value upon hu
man life, and the Indifference shown at
executions is a marked characteristic
of their natures,” said a Boston man.
“I am reminded of a scene I witness
ed while traveling in one of the Cen
tral American states several years ago.
As we all know, revolutions there are
of frequent occurrence. The success
ful general, who usually succeeds to
the presidency, sometimes settles/ his
differences with the leaders of the van
quished by exiling them or having
them stood up against an adobe wall
before a file of soldiers, shot and burled
where they fall—usually the latter.
“While at the capital of one of these
states shortly after the termination of
a revolution I made the acquaintance
of the president and several of his offi
cers, as I speak Spanish fluently. One
morning as I was passing the entrance
to the palace I encountered an officer,
a colonel, ju st as he emerged from the
portico. He greeted me pleasantly and
asked me If I would care to accompany
him to the barracks, about a quarter
of a mile distant, saying th a t one of
the leaders of the just finished revolu
tion had been unexpectedly captured
in .the mountains, brought to the capi
tal and was to be executed a t noon by
order of the president.
“He had, he said, since the revolu
tionist was related to him by family
ties and because he personally stood
high in the favor of the president, vain
ly interceded to secure the prisoner's
release or commutation of sentence to
banishment. The president, however,
had ordered the execution to proceed,
and as he (the colonel) was In com
mand of the barracks It became his
painful duty to personally carry out
the order.
“I assented, as I had never seen an
execution, and, though I pitied the vic
tim, I knew th at anything I could do
would not save him, excusing my con
science on th at ground.
“Arriving in the courtyard of the
barracks, I observed a file of soldiers
standing at rest a short distance from
a high adobe wall, close to which stood
a man of middle age calmly smoking a
cigarette. Beyond a quick glance at
the colonel’s Immovable features he
betrayed no sign of recognition or of
the peril of his position. He must
have known of course that the latter’s
mission had been a fruitless one. The
execution was set at 12 o’clock noon.
A young lieutenant stood idly by lean
ing on the hilt of his drawn saber. It
was then five minutes of th e hour.
“The colonel informed the lieutenant
that he had left another friend of the
condemned man with the president,
and It was agreed if the president
yielded to his pleadings he would step
out on one of the little balconies pecul
iar to all Spanish buildings and dis
charge a pistol. All present heard the
colonel’s remarks, including the man
against the wall, and all eyes sought
the balcony of the palace, which on a
slight rise of ground could be plainly
seen In the clear, tropical sunlight.
“To me the suspense brought on a
nervous chill which was decidedly un
pleasant. The doomed man puffed
quietly at his cigarette, and the little,
undersized soldiers, arrayed themselves
in straight line as the colonel, watch In
hand, stood near to give the fatal word.
The lieutenant raised his sword pre
paratory to making a quick downward
sweep as he would give the word to
fire.
“On the other side of the barracks
was the old mission or cathedral to be
found in every Spanish town, with
its bells in the tower which tolled the
hours. At about one minute before
12 the colonel said:
“ ‘I t’s not 12 o’clock until the last
stroke Is struck, lieutenant.’
“Ju st as be finished the first stroke
of the deep, mellow old bell rang out
on the still, hot atmosphere. The con
demned man dropped his cigarette to
the ground, turned a ghastly pallor, but
straightened his figure upright and full
to the soldiers who were then lined up,
with rifles cocked, pointed a t his heart.
The colonel shifted ffis eyes from his
watch to the balcony.
“It seemed an hour to me as the
strokes slowly sounded two, three,
four, five, six, and then as the seventh
stroke was reverberating we saw the
figure of a man leap through the win
dow on the balcony, and a tiny puff of
white smoke ascended from his up
lifted arm.
“The colonel cried out sharply: ‘At
tention! Right about face; march 1*
The lieutenant slipped his sword In Its
scabbard with a snap, drew the in
evitable package of cigarettes from his
blouse, and as the pardoned man ran
toward us and claspedhisrelativegratefully in his arms he was politely offer
ed a cigarette from the hand which
the moment previous had been raised
to give the signal of his death.
“I afterward learned th a t the friend
whom the colonel had left a t the pal
ace was one of the most prominent
merchants in the country, who had
furnished a considerable portion of the
funds with which the- revolution had
been conducted, and that a t the feat
moment the president had consented
to his demand for the release of the
prisoner.”—Washington Star.

SURFACE CIVILIZATION.
8 Young: ZnlK Girl Who
. Resist Her Natural Tendencies.

I think quite the most curious in
stance of the thinness of surface civ
ilization among these Zulu people came
to me in the case of a young Zulu girl
who had been early left an orphan
and had been carefully trained in a
clergyman’s family. She was about
IjS years old when she came as my
nursemaid and was very plump and
comely, with a beaming countenance
and the sweetest voice and prettiest
manners possible. She had a great
love of music and performed harmoni
ously enough on an accordion as well
as on several queer little pipes and
reeds. She could speak, read and write

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
Dutch perfectly as well as Zulu and
was nearly as proficient in English.
She carried a little Bible always in
her pocket and often tried my gravity
by dropping on one knee by my side
whenever she caught me sitting down
and alone and beginning to read aloud
from It. I t was quite a new posses
sion, and she had not got beyond the
opening chapters of Genesis and de
lighted in the story of “Dam and Eva,”
as she called our first parents.
She proved an excellent nurse and
thoroughly trustworthy. The children
were devoted to her, especially the
baby, who learned to speak Zulu be
fore English and to throw a reed as
sagai as soon as he could stand firmly
on his little fat legs. I brought her to
England after she had been about a
year with me, and she adapted herself
marvelously and unhesitatingly to the
conditions of a civilization far beyond
w hat she had ever dreamed of. A
friend of mine chanced to be returning
to Natal and proposed th at I should
spare my Zulu nurse to her. Her hus
band’s magistracy being close to where
Maria’s tribe dwelt, it seemed a good
opportunity for Maria to return to her
own country. So of course I let her go,
begging my friend to tell me how the
girl got on. The parting from the lit
tle boys was a heartbreaking scene,
nor was Maria a t all comforted by the
fine clothes all my friends Insisted on
giving her. Not even a huge Gains
borough hat garnished with giant pop
pies could console her for leaving her
“little chieftain,” but It was at all
events something to send her off so
comfortably provided for and with
two large boxes of good clothes.
In the course of a few months I re
ceived a letter from my friend, who
was then settled in her up country
home, but her story of Maria’s doings
seemed well nigh incredible, though
perfectly true. All had gone well on
the voyage and so long as they remain
ed a t Durban and Maritzburg, but as
soon as the distant settlement was
reached Maria’s kinsmen came around
her and began to claim some share in
her prosperity. Free fights were of
constant occurrence, and In one of
them Marla, using the skull of an ox as
a weapon, broke her sister’s leg. Soon
after that she returned to the savage
life she bad not known since her infan
cy and took to It with delight. I don’t
know w hat became of her clothes, but
she had presented herself before my
friend clad in an old sack and with
necklaces of wild animals’ teeth and
proudly announced she had ju st been
married “with cows,” thus showing
how completely her Christianity had
fallen away from her, and she had
practically returned on the first oppor
tunity to the depth of th a t savagery
from which she had been taken before
she conld even remember it. I soon
lost all trace of her, but Marla’s story
has always remained In my mind as an
amazing instance of the strength of
race instinct.—Lady Broome in Cornhill
Magazine.

years. The farm er in question was
superstitious to the point of credulity,
and on a certain occasion a gypsy in
formed him th a t he would die while
gazing into a mirror. Terrified by this
weird prediction, the weakmlnded
man resolved th at he, would never
again scan his features in the glass,
and he rigidly kept his word, dying
eventually a t the ripe age of 78.
A young Italian peasant woman who
wedded a sailor told him on the eve of
his departure for a long voyage th a t
she would not look upon her features In
the mirror until he returned to her safe
and sound. The unfortunate man’s
vessel was wrecked In the gulf of Mex
ico, all aboard the ship being drowned.
But the distracted widow refused to
believe that her husband was dead and
vowed that she would adhere to her re
solve regarding the nonuse of a mirror
for another year. As each year passed
the vow was renewed, but eventually a
new suitor came upon the scene and
paid court to the woman, with the re
sult th a t she married him In due course
and looked once more upon her comely
face after a lapse of six years.—London
Tit-Bits.
Dared by an Elephant*

Engine Driver Russell, while taking
his freight train from Teluk Anson to
Ipoh, on the Malay peninsula, was con
fronted by a big tusker elephant who
usurped the center of the track. A
grand contest then ensued between ele
phant and engine. The elephant re
peatedly charged the engine, and this
game went on for nearly an hour. The
driver occasionally backed the engine,
and then the elephant would stand
aside from the track, but on the engine
again coming forward the animal would
return to the track and renew Its
charges. The driver described the on
slaught of the elephant as most terrific,
particularly on one occasion, when he
feared the smokebox door had been
battered in. Of course the driver could
have charged at the tusker, but then
the great probability would have been
that the engine would have been de
railed.
Doubtless suffering from a sore head
a t the futile contest between Ivory and
Iron, th e' elephant altered its tactics
and, turning Its rear portion to the
iron steed, endeavored to push Its an
tagonist backward. Here came the
chance for the driver, who quickly
turned on the steam and gradually
pushed the elephant off the line, but in
doing so one of the engine wheels
went over the hind legs of the ele
phant, and thus Mr. Tusker was dis
abled. The freight train proceeded on
its journey bearing evident marks o t
the struggle on the cowcatcher and the
smokebox. Several pieces of broke»!
tusks were picked up, and these com-,
manded a good price.—Perak Pioneer.!
His Feelings While Falling.

The Swiss Alpine climber, Sigrist,
who once fell from the top of the
Karpfstock, In Switzerland, described
his sensations while falling as follows;
“The plunge, which was taken back
Cheeka Bad Thins:« to Meddle With.
“You can’t monkey with a check,” ward, was in nowise accompanied by
said a business man, “as a friend of the anxiety such as one has when one
mine has learned a t the cost of $3 or dreams of falling. I seemed to be
$4 for protest fees. He lives In Spring- borne in the most pleasant manner
field, Mass., and to that point the oth gently downward and had complete
er day I sent him a check for rent. In consciousness during the entire fall.
a couple of days I received a blank Free from all pain or fear I contem
check from him on my bank with the plated my position and the future of
request th a t I would do him a favor to my family, which I knew was assured
fill out my checks before sending them by thè insurance I carried. And this
to him In payment for any obligations. contemplation was accomplished with
“I was certain I had filled the check a rapidity which I had never before
out th at I had intended for him, but I known. Of the losing of my breath, of
thought possibly I had sent him a which people talk, there was no sug
blank check and had lost the other or gestion, and only the heavy fall on to
sent It off in some letter or other, so to the snow covered ground caused me to
prevent any future trouble I called at lose suddenly and painlessly all con
my bank and stopped payment on sciousness. The bruising of my head
and limbs on the rocks as I fell caus
what I thought was a missing check.
“Two or three days later 1 got an ed me no pain. In fact I did not feel
other letter in which he explained that it. I cannot conceive of an easier,
he was having fun with me, because pleasanter death. The reawakening,
In sending him my check I had torn however, brought with It entirely dif
off two from the pad, and they were ferent and far less agreeable sensa
stuck together, and he thought It tions.”
would be a joke to send the blank one
How He Won the Men,
back to me to have it filled. I t had
At one period of his career Archdea
cost him the fees, and he was sorry con Sinclair used to preach pretty of
th at be had been so funny, and he ten both at Wellington and at Chelsea
wouldn’t do so any more.”—New York barracks. One day a sergeant major
Sun.
of the Coldstream guards accosted him
and said how sorry he was they had
The Kaiser and Max Mailer.
The late Professor Max Muller was not heard him preach for some time.
originally ju st Muller, but he added one The archdeacon explained th at he had;
of his Christian names, Max, to his sur not the pleasure of knowing the the»
name and became Max Muller. His chaplain a t Chelsea.
“That’s a pity,” replied the soldier,!
change of surname and of nationality
did not add to his popularity In Ger "for the men like to hear you. They;
many, where his former compatriots said”—and here the archdeacon pre-'
used to say th at “but for his settling In pared himself for a graceful compli-i
England he might have become a ment—“you had a voice like a drill
sergeant’s.”—Newcastle Chronicle.
scholar.”
Considerable amusement was caused
Make a Pet of tbe Rat«
a t Oxford some years ago by the kaiser
“As a m atter of fact,” says a coura
telegraphing the professor upon the oc geous writer In the Boston Transcript,
casion of some aquatic victory, “My “the common rat Is a vastly more intel
best wishes to you and your gallant ligent creature than the squirrel or the
crew." “Great Scott!” or its Sanskrit average cat. I am more than half con
equivalent the professor is said to have vinced that the resources of the ra t as
exclaimed. “Just as If I were a ‘coach’ a household pet would if fairly tested
running along the embankment with a prove very g re a t The rat is undoubt
trumpet!”
edly capable of a higher and more inti
The point of the joke is th at Max mate form of domestication than th a t
Muller disliked every form of exercise which he now commonly assigns to
and used to say th at “there is only one himself. He is at present a resident of
act of folly more egregious than look our houses on unwelcome terms, and
ing at a football game, and that is tak he makes himself, quite naturally, as
ing part In one.”
much an enemy of the household as
possible.
SHUNNED THE MIRROR.
“Let the rat be welcomed and made a
friend of the family, as has been done
Person. W h o Vowed Never to Stand
In a few cases, and he becomes a dif
Before a Looking Glass*
ferent sort of fellow altogether. No
Incredible as it may seem, there have longer forced to steal his food, he be
been many instances of eccentric Indi comes a playmate and a companion.
viduals who for some reason or another The sleek and well groomed gray rat is,
have vowed to never look Into a mirror barring the ordinary, baldness of his
as long as life endured.
tail, quite as pretty and graceful a
Such a case occurred some years ago creature as the squirrel, and there Is no
a t Carcassonne, in France, where a reason why we should not become so
young and beautiful widow much giv much accustomed to the appearance of
en to frivolities lost her only child, a his tall th at in time we should regard it
-boy of 3, while dressing her hair before as quite ornamentaL”
the mirror for a ball to which she was
about to wend her way. The child, left
When Juba Hit It.
to himself, wandered Into the roadway
“After having supplied a moonshiner
and was run over and killed by a pass in a South Carolina jail with a month’s
ing dray, and the mother, heartbroken supply of smoking tobacco,” said a gov
by the shocking affair, which she a t ernment surveyor, “I presumed upon
tributed to her own neglect, vowed the deed to ask:
th a t never again would she look Into a
“ ‘Didn’t you know it was against the
mirror.
law to manufacture moonshine whis
She kept her word, and until the day ky?*
of her death, which occurred about
“ ‘I heard that was a law once,’ he
three years later, she did not behold replied.
her face on a single occasion. Every
“ ‘W hat do you mean by “once?” ’
mirror was removed from the flat
" ‘Why. Juba French told me thar
which she occupied, nor were sliver was sich a law, but when I asked Jim
dishes brought to her table lest she Truman about it he says that Juba is
should see her features reflected there sich a liar that nobody kin believe him
in.
under oath, and so I reckoned I was
In one of the midland counties of safe to go ahead. Shoo, but I wonder
England not so very long ago there how Juba come to tell the truth fur
passed away a farm er who had not that one time!’ ’’—Washington Fost.
beheld his own. face for nearly 15
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T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 31, 1901.
Ah ! brethren of the quill, brother Robarts included, it
seems to be fun. to ye a ll; so keep it up. Happiness to kodak
fiends here, may mean misery hereafter!
T he recent re-appointment of ex-Sheriff Charles Johnson,
of Norristown, to the Resident Clerkship of the House of
Representatives at Harrisburg, is the source of much grati
fication to Mr. Johnson’s numerous friends in this county.
Andrew Carnegie once remarked that “ to die rich is to
die disgraced/’ and has since given away, mostly for libraries
and public halls, about $17,000,000. I t is said that this
sum amounts to about the yearly income of the multi-million
aire. Mr. Carnegie will have to multiply his donations or
“ die disgraced” by and by.
T here is some conjecture as to who will play the leading
role in dedicating the coming addition, of extensive propor*tions, to the Temple of Justice at Norristown. I t may be
safely taken for granted, however, that the legal luminaries
of the Hub will make the choice. Their extended experience
in determining m atters relating to the court house will enable
them to easily reach a conclusion.
I f Mr. Hanna’s theory of governmental paternalism is
correct and just, it must follpw that it is one of the legitimate
functions of government to tax all the people for the purpose
of increasing the income and wealth of some of the people;
and that the important consideration of individual prosperity
in given instances is altogether a m atter of governmental
taxation and distribution. The millenium may be nearer at
hand than many unsophisticated people suppose it to be.
T he Chinese suggest that the treasure looted by the
forces of enlightened (1) civilization shall be reckoned as an
offset in part to indemnity demanded. The foreign Ministers
haughtily repudiate this proposition. Certainly. What are
the heathen on earth for, if not to be robbed and murdered
with impunity, and without redress ! While the great powers,
righteous powers of course, may in a general sense admit
th at the Chinese have some sort of a right to live, yet they
have no property or other rights which the powers may not
trample under foot and mutilate.
T he Congressional Committee, investigating the Booz
hazing case, has completed its labors. The Committee ad
hered faithfully to the line of duty and evinced no disposi
tion to “ whitewash” the wretched state of affairs that has
prevailed at West Point for a long time. If better things
shall follow in the management of the national military
academy as a result of Congressipnal inquiry it will be evi
dent that Congi-ess is capable of supplementing the excellent
preliminary work of a committee by definite action along
remedial lines. I t is a m atter of gratification to take into
account that our own Congressman Wanger was a member of
the Committee that has accomplished distinguished service.
T he Legislature at H arrisburg is settling down to busi
ness. During the past week Speaker Marshall appointed the
various standing committees and took considerable pains in
taking care of the Regulars, just as he was expected to do by
those who take into account the ordinary peculiarities of
human nature. The Legislature has adopted a resolution
urging the Pennsylvania representatives in Congress to sup
port the Grout (oleomargarine) bill. Perhaps the bills of
most importance before the Legislature at the present time
are those relating to the completion of the new capitol, Al
ready three have been put in. Senator Fox, of Harrisburg,
"was the first to introduce his measure. I t provides for an
appropriation of $6,000,000, and calls for a completed struc
ture in 1905. Provision is made for the appointment of a
commission. Mr. Kennedy, of Beaver, has a bill appropriating $4,500,000, and, like Mr. Fox, leaves the appointment
-of the commission to the governor. Mr. Palm, Democrat*
of Crawford, would spend $4,000,000, and names these men
as the proper ones to build the capitol: A. J. Cassatt, Robert
E. Pattison, Louis A. Watres, H. C. McCormick, Capt.
William Hasson, and John B. Jackson.
WASHINGTON LETTER. either Gen. Otis or Gen. Brooke,
From Our Regular Correspondent.

D. C., Jan. 25, 1901.
Nicaragua Canal legislation is
practically dead for this session.
There isn't one chance in a possible
one hundred that the Senate will
take up arid pass the Canal bill at
this session. Non-action was made
probable when the caucus of re
publican Senators decided not to
take up the Canal bill until the
British government decided what
would be done with the HayPauncefote treaty, and well-nigh
‘ certain by the death of Queen Vic
toria, which must result in delaying
action by the British government
on the treaty, as the British minis
try is likely to be too busy with
domestic affairs for some time to
come to give any consideration to
the treaty. Senator Morgan, who
has charge of the Nicaragua Canal
bill, did not have his confidence in
the passage of the bill shaken by
the action of the republican caucus,
because he had reason to expect
early action on the treaty by the
British government, but he realizes
now that circumstances and Provi
dence have piled up obstructions
that can hardly be removed before
the death of the present Congress.
The Panamal Canal lobbyists are as
gleeful over the hanging up of the
Nicaragua Canal legislation as
though it had been done entirely by
them.
Gen. Nelson A. Miles was so little
concerned about the stories inti
mating that an attempt was being
made to secure the position of
lieutenant general provided for by
the Army Reorganization bill for
W ash in g ton ,

that he started for the coast of S. C.
this week with a duck-shooting
party of friends. There are men
high up in officialdom who would
gladly knock Gen. Miles down, and
it is doubtless true as charged that
the Army bill was purposely drawn
to make it certain that Adjutant
General Corbin should retain that
position, while the clause creating
the position of lieutenant general
was so drawn that it could be filled
at the pleasure of the President,
but the Senate has a reputation for
believing in fairplay, and no man
has more personal friends among
Senators than Gen. Miles. It is ex
tremely doubtful whether the Presi
dent knew anything about this
scheming, although he has been
credited with entertaining un
friendly feelings toward Gen.
Miles. It was probably upon that
unfriendly feeling that the schemers
counted, but even had the Presi
dent been disposed to fall into the
scheme it could hardly have been
put through, as the nomination to
be lieutenant general of the army
must be confirmed by the Senate,
and that body would not allow such
an uncalled for slight to be •put on
Gen. Miles as the nomination of any
other man would be.
The House has devoted the en
tire week to District of Columbia
legislation and the regular appro
priation bills.
The Senate restored, the Ship
Subsidy bill to its old place as the
unfinished business without a
division, but the doubt of its ever
reaching a vote is still strong.
Public opinion endorsed the
action of the President in ordering
the flags on all the public buildings

in Washington halfmasted for the
death of Queen Victoria, although it
was the first time that such a thing
had ever been done, and, as usual,
there are a few croakers who ex
press fear that the precedent es
tablished is not a good one.
Although Senator Aldrich had
promised that the Revenue Reduc
tion bill should be reported this
week it has not yet been reported.
The brewers are said to have been
one of the causes of the delay. They
are still demanding more reduction
than the Honse gave them and are
putting the screws on every Sena
tor they can reach to help them.
There was not a vote to spare
when the Senate ratified the treaty
for the purchase from Spain, for
$100,000, of three islands of the
Philippine, group that were left out
side of the geographical boundaries
fixed by the Paris treaty. A twothird vote was necessary and the
vote was 38 for ratification and 19
against. The argument advanced
by the opponents of the treaty was
that it should not be ratified until
the Supreme Court handed down its
decision dealing with the island
possessions we already have.
The Indian appropriation bill as
amended by the Senate committee
carries $9,870,526, of which $625,000
is for the Dawes commission. The
committee report expresses the
opinion that this amount will enable
the commission to complete its work.
Senators who believe in maintain
ing the dignity and decorum of the
body to which they belong, while
regretting that Senator Hawley
should have called Senator Chand
ler a liar on the floor of the Senate,
are glad that the disgraceful inci
dent occurred in secret session, the
proceedings of which are not
published in the Congressional
Record. ,
As an indication of the work in
the U. S. Patent Office,, a single
firm of Patent Solicitors, C. A.
Snow & Co., of Washington, ob
tained during the past year (1900)
1,497 allowances of Patent, many of
which had been previously rejected.
While our Congress has neglected
making provision even for starting
a Pacific cable, notwithstanding the
earnest recommendation of the
President and the Secretary of War,
the State Department has a com
munication from the U. S. ConsulGeneral at Melbourne, Australia,
announcing that the Postmaster
General of Victoria had closed a
contract for a Pacific cable from
Australia to Vancouver, British
Columbia, at a total cost of nine mil
lion, seven hundred and twentyeight thousand' and one hundred
and thirty-three dollars.
P R O G R E S S O F T H E N IN E T E E N T H
CENTURY W OM AN.

One hundred years ago woman
was not a factor in religious, indus
trial, commercial or political life to
be considered. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century she had
no legal rights that man was bound
to respect. She belonged body and
soul to some man. She did not own
the clothes she wore, even if she
had earned the money with which
to purchase them. She had no legal
control over her own person, earn
ings or children.
Women were shut out of the
schools and colleges, the trade and
professions and all' offices under the
government; paid the most meagre
wages in the few occupations open
to them and denied everywhere the
necessary opportunities for their
best development. Worse still, wo
man had no proper appreciation of
themselves as factors in civilization,
and the few noble souls who were
possessed with a prophetic vision
of what the future held in store for
women were met on all sides with
ridicule and contempt. Believing
self-denial a higher virtue than self
development, women ignorantly
made ladders of themselves by
which fathers, brothers and sons
reached their highest ambitions,
creating an impassable gulf between
them. Nothing was more common
than to see the sons of a family
educated while the daughters re
mained ignorant.
Dr. Gregory, who was standard
authority upon female propriety in
the 18th century, in his work en
titled “Legacy to My Daughters,”'
says: “Should you be so unfortun
ate as to possess a robust constitu
tion by nature, assimilate such
sickly delicacy as is necessary to
keep up the proper female charm.”
He cautioned all women to carefully
hide any good sense or learning
they might possess as men looked
with malignant eye upon women of
sense or learning.
For over one hundred years after
public schools were established in
Massachusetts, girls were not al
lowed to attend and when the effort
was made on the part of one of the
trustees of Hatfield school to admit
girls, the chairman sprang to his
feet, exclaiming, “W hat! Shes in
Hatfield school ? No, never!’’
As late as 1847, when Lucy Stone
graduated from Oberlin College, the
first college to open its doors to wo
men, they would not allow her to
read her graduating essay, but said
some professor would have to read
it for her as it would not be proper
for a woman to read in public.
Nearly forty years after, when
Oberlin celebrated her semi-cen
tennial, Lucy Stone was invited to
be one of the speakers at that great
gathering. At one time when a
minister was asked to give notice
that a woman would speak in the
town he announced that a woman
would attempt to crow like a cock.
To-day two-thirds of the Colleges
and Universities of the United
States, including every State Uni
versity west of Ohio, are open alike
to men and women., Thousands of
women are college graduates; hun
dreds are regularly ordained minis
ters ; scores are practicing lawyers.
Women are engaged in a great

variety of trades and professions
which require skill and intelligence.
They have secured the right of
public speech. They are potent
factors in literature. They are
writers for the press, editors and
reporters for the newspapers.
Seven-eighths of all our teachers
are women. They are organized in
clubs ; better still, they unite with
men in many associations, literary,
artistic, reformatory, social and
political. They play golf and ride
the bicycle.
This progress has come because
women of a larger mold, loftier am
bitions and nobler self-respect than
the average have been willing to
face the opposition of the world for
the sake of liberty. More than one
such as these deserve the rank of
martyr. The suffering, the doubt,
the obloquy which has been en
dured by the pioneers in the woman
movement will never be fully known
or understood. For sixty years
and more a vigorous agitation has
been waged in the United States to
establish equal rights for women
with men. Under its influence and
guided by the leadership of brave
men and women, the evolution of
woman’s rights has moved on with
out a break.
The 20th century will belong alike
to man and woman and by its close
all the vexed questions of woman’s
rights will have passed beyond dis
pute and in its place will be the de
mand for human rights without re
gard to sex.

D eath o f th e H e a v ie s t W o m an
in th e S tate .

FO R

Mrs. Susan Wealand, wife of
Henry Wealand of Ephrata, Lan
caster county, died last week. Mrs.
Wealand was the heaviest woman in
Pennsylvania, her weight being
nearly 500 pounds. Until seven
years ago she was of ordinary size,
but had since grown so heavy that
she was unable to leave the house.
She was helpless and would sleep
for two and three days at a time.
She was 42 years old and the
mother of four children.

— GO TO —

GEO. F. CLAMER,
— DEALER IN —

HARDWARE
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BEST
Makes

is exactly what they require; |
it not only gives them the im-1
portant element (cod-liver oil) |
in a palatable and easily di- $
gested form, but also the hypo-1
phosphites which are so valua-1
ble in nervous disorders that
usually accompany anaemia. $
SCOTT’S EMULSION is a *
fatty food that is more easily
digested than any other form
of fat. A certain amount of f
flesh is necessary for health. I
You can get it in this way. |

f

We have known per= *
sons to gain a pound a
day while taking it.
50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

Men' s

and

Boys’ Clothing

Still going on with a determination to reduce our stock during
the existing demand for our most excellent values in. Clothing
and Furnishings. Our clothing are neat, well made and up-todate, not shelf-worn or soiled with fire, smoke of water. They
must be sold, as we need money and have no room to keep them
over for another season.

R igh t in P rice an d Q u ality:
$10.00 Sait and Overcoat cut to
$7.50
•<
«
-«•
$5.00 Youths’ and Overcoat cut to
$2.00 and $3.50 Boys’ Sait and Overcoat,

Faint, Glass, Patty. Varnish, Oil,
Brashes, Etc.

Thin, pale, anaemic girls |
need a fatty food to enrich |
their blood, give color to |
their cheeks and restore their Iw
health and strength. It is $
safe to say that they nearly I
all reject fat with their food,

A D V A N T A G E S O F C O M M E R C IA L
C O M B IN A T IO N S .

OUR GREAT JANUARY UNLOADING SALE OF

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

To Take

By Charles R. Flint.

“Florida Fast Mail’’ by the Sea
board Air U ne Railway, “ Fioriday and West India Short U n e”
* to the Winter Resorts o f the
Sonth. The Only Une Operating
Daily Trains to Florida.
The “Florida Fast Mail,” another of
the Seaboard Air Line Railway’s splen
didly equipped trains, leaves New York
daily at 12:10 A. M;., 23rd Street Station,
Pennsylvania Railroad, with Pullman
Drawing Room Sleeping Car and Day
Coaches to Raleigh, Southern Pines,
Columbia, Savannah, Jacksonville, where
connections are made for St. Augustine,
Tampa and all Florida points. This train
connects at New York with train leaving
Boston 7.00 P. M. Leaves Philadelphia
3:50 A. M., Baltimore 6:22 A. M., Wash
ington 10:55 A. M., Richmond 2:40 P. M.,
arriving Southern Pines 9:35 P. M., Co
lumbia 1:45 A. M., Savannah 5:00 A. M.,
Jacksonville 8:10 A. M,, St. Augustine
11:10 A. M., Tampa 5:30 P. M. Through
Pullman Drawing Room Sleeper Néw
York to Jacksonville. Through Vestibuled Passenger Coaches and perfect ser
vice.
For information call on or write to all
Pennsylvania Railroad offices, or Sea
board Air Line Railway representatives
at 306 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.;
1206 and 371 Broadway, New York; 30
South Third Street, Philadelphia; 207
East German Street, Baltimore; 1434
New York Ave., Washington, or to R. E.
L. Bunch, General Passenger Ageut,
Portsmouth, Ya.

L E S S T H A N F IR E SALTS F R I 3 E 3 ,
Ammunition and R epairs,

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS :::

E le n o r a M onroe B a b c o c k .

In studying the evolution of in
dustrial life, we find that combi
nation is coincident with civilization.
Savages have little power to com
bine, because combination depends
on trust in our fellow-man, and in
primitive life it is fear that rules.
One of the first steps in industrial
evolution was to subdivide pro
duction into .trades. Each did what
he could do best, settling accounts
by an exchange of products. Later
those engaged in the same trade
formed partnerships, then corpor
ations, and finally consolidations of
corporations.
Against this march of industrial
progress there has always been
opposition. There have always
been those who, appealing to special
interests, to the unsuccessful, the
discontented, and the misinformed,
have endeavored to obtain political
favor by opposing progress, by en
deavoring to prevent the natural,
and mutually beneficial, co-operation
between capital and labor.
Centralized manufacture permits
the highest development of special
machinery and^processes. The fac
tory running full time on large vol
ume, reduces the percentage of
overhead charges. Direct sales on
a large scale minimize the cost of
distribution. Centralization of manu
facture and distribution reduce ag
gregate stocks, and therefore save
shop wear, storage, insurance and
interest. Consolidated management
results in fixing the standards of
quality, the best standards being
adopted; in avoiding waste and fi
nancial embarrassment through
overproductiion; in less loss by bad
debts through comparison of credit,
and in securing the advantages of
comparative administration.
The law of consolidation capital
and division of labor holds as good
in.the field of distribution as in that
of production. It is inevitable, and
it is profitable. The department
stores and the mail-order stores sell
for 10 per cent, instead of 30 per
cent, profit, and the consumer thus
saves 20 per cent. The profit ob
tained by the distributor of staples,
on the way from the farmer to the
consumer, is less than one-quarter
what it was thirty years ago. The
farmer secures a wider market, the
consumer gets his staples just so
much more cheaply, and the enter
prising middleman avails himself of
improved banking and transporta
tion facilities to do a larger business.
This is why he has adopted as his
motto, “Quick sales and small pro
fits.”
The’real benefits of “capitalistic
production,” as compared with pro
duction on a small scale, are two
fold. The first and greatest benefit
of industrial combinations goes to
the whole body of the community as
consumers, through reduction in
prices. The next benefit, and that
next most largely distributed, goes
to the workers through increase of
wages, and thus it happens that the
workingman gains simultaneously
in two ways. He gets more money
for his work and more goods for his
money.

i OUR UNLOADING PRICES E

$6.50 and
$4.75 and
$2.50 and
9Sc. to

Can
Now
Be had
at

SHIRT UNLOADING “ Bsi S iL lW "

Reason-

Jnst received from the manufacturers 2 doz. Gray and Tan
Colored Doable-Breasted Blanket-Lined Water-Proof Storm Coats.
They were made to retail at $2.75 and $3.00. We are offering them
at $2.25, whleh is less than Jobbers’ Prices.
CALL AND SEE US.

Prices.

AGENT FOR AMERICAN FIELD FENC
ING, CYPHERS INCUBATORS,
BROODERS, ETC.
IvT GROUND OYSTER SHELLS.
Poultry Wire in all sizes, Man’s Green Bone
Cutters, Enterprise Shell Grinders,
Clover Meal, Chick Manna, etc.
I3F"General repal ring of Sewing Machines,
Bicycles, etc. Saws, Scissors and Skates
sharpened.

Colored and Colored Front Shirt Reduced to 35c. or 5 fbr $1.00.

Storm Proof Coat at $2.25,

Worth $3.00.

I. P. Williams, qq5 Main St.
R O Y B R S F O R D , JP.A..

For H O L ID A Y P R E S E N TS —For E V E R Y DAY USE

The Lamp of Steady Habits
The 1ampN
that doesn’t flare up or smoke, or cause you
to use bad language ; the lamp that looks good wnen j
you get it and stays good; the lamp that you never will- w
ingly part with, once you have i t ; th at’s
J

Main Street, Near Depot,

n
**
n

Other lamps may be offered you as 44jnst as good
they may be, in some respects, but for all around good
ness, there’s only one. The New Rochester. To make
sure the lamp offered you is genuine, look for the n$ni$
on i t ; every lamp has it. (800 Varieties.)

Fall & W inter

O ld L a m p s M a d e N e w .

We can fill every lamp want. No m atter whether you
want a new lamp or stove, an old One repaired or refin- 1
ished, a vase mounted or other make of lamp transform- *
ed into a New Rochester« we can do it. Let us |
8end»you literature on the subject.

G O O D S

-----¥n_

We are SPECIALISTS in the treatment of diseases <
Lamps. Consultation FREE.
^
THEROCHESTERLAMP CO., 38 ParkPlace A 83BarclaySt., NewYork.

On the Bar«'
gain

■AT-

IF YOUR

Couuter

WATCHES
DO NOT

■ft:

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

ft

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

Cotton und All wool Bed Blankets in
Greys, Whites, Fawns and Red, from cheap Butt, and Lace, with Pat. and
est to best.
Hid Tip in Bntt. and Pat. Tip
Lace only, for the
New styles in Zaza Suiting, 30 inches wide.
A full line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Flat and
Fleeced-Lined Underwear.

ft
ft

ft
ft

Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

W. P. FEUTOI,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

SP E C IA L -

Giviog the Lowest Prices on all
Bleached and Unbleached

Men’s Pants in Latest Styles Wool and Women’s Fine Hid Bntt. and
Worsted, $1.50 tq $3.00.
Lace, all Styles and Widths,
Cotton Pants, 75c. to $1.00.
—- $ 2 .0 0 . -— •
Hats and Caps, a new lot, in latest shapes Women’s Dongola Kid, Bntt. and
and colors.
Lace, all Mizes, at $1.50.
8ee our line of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rub
ber Boots and Shoes. Try our Waterproof
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
of out Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry
and warm feet the coldest day.
6 E. Main St. NORRISTOW N.
Horse .Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush
Robes. Over 30 styles of blankets, from 60c.
to $7 per blanket.
Floor Oil Qloths and Linoleums.
Keep your cattle and poultry In good,
healthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
-a n d —
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro
ducer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
Shells in 100 lb. bags.
Paints, Oils, Glass, - Building Hardware, 2
and 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same.
Our Grocery Department is complete with
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
the lowest.

H . L. N Y C E.

E. G. Brownback,
TRAPPE, PA.

Removal Sale
—AT THE-

Collegeville Shoe Store 1
Whereby SHOE BUYERS can SAVE
MONEY. A REDUCTION OF TEN TO
iWENTY CENTS ON THE DOLLAR on
every pair of Shoes sold during the month
of February, as we take possession of our
New Store Match 1st and want to save mov
ing of stock.

A Few o f th e B argains :
Were Sale
Price
$1.80
1 85
180
1.15
1 50
2.70
2.40
1.75

Women’s Dongola But. or Lace, $2 00
1 50
«
Tan
«
1.50
Misses Dongola
“
1.25
2 00
Women’s Dongola
“
Men’s Box Calf Lace band sewed 3.00
Men’s Calf Lace
• “
3.00
Men’s Black Viel Lace
2.00
Youths’ Veal Calf Lace
1.25
2 50
Men s Calf, Lace, Hand Sewed
Men’s Patent Leather, Lace
8 00

1.10

1.25
2.50

-A.. "W. LOXJX.

MUSLIN.
Our Embroideries

All Ulantp Skates, 60c. Fer Pair.

have been carefully selected from the New Process Oil Heaters, $5.00.
largest New York houses, and the
Horse Blankets, 75c. to $7.50.
prices will be within reach of all.
We have selected the best line of
Lap Robes, $2.50 to $50.00.

Table Linen

MORGAN WRIGHT,

Complete Stock of Hardware
ALWAYS ON HAND.

Blacksmith Supplies a Large
Portion o f Our Business.

Keystone Dry Goods Store, N. I . Benjamin & Go.
Main Street, Opposite Public Square,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Flannelettes for wrappers
and children’s dresses. Guinea
Hen Flannel for Skirts. Out
ing Flannel, Shaker Flannel,
and Canton Flannel,
Sheeting in all widths,
Tubing for pillow cases ;
Muslins, bleached and un
bleached ; Towelings, from
5 cts., up.
Linings and all Small No
tions used for dressmaking,
such as bones, hooks and
eyes, shields, collar canvas,
seam binding, etc.
Buy the New Shape Cor
set for 1900 to have the cor
rect figure. Also the Silk
Opaque for dress trimming.
Gilt Braid, too, is to be used
for dress trimming, hs well
as for millinery. Velvet Bibbon is still on the lead and
here on hand.
Ready - made Wrappers,
Overalls, and a full line of
Winter Underwear for ladies,
gents and children, at all
prices. White Shirts, Col
ored Shirts, latest styles in
Collars and Ties, and every
thing for Gents’ Furnishings.

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,

bring them here and I'll adjust them
for you.
That has been my business for 25

20 7 Bridge S treet,
Phcenixville, Pa.

.
OLLEGEVILLE LIVERY.
Farms and other property, I make
F
a specialty of renting and collecting. Have C Teams to hire at all hours at reason able
some ‘ applicants. for farms, etc. Prompt rates. Order? received by ’phone or tele
ur ren t

attention. Lease free. Call on or ad graph promptly attended to.
dress
R. P. BALDWIN,
HENRY YOST, 8R.,
27dec.
Collegeville, Pa. 1-3,
At Collegeville Station, Perk. R. R.

years, and my success is guaranteed
by railroad men, who must carry
accuracy.

J. D. Sallade,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 East Main St.,
NORRISTOWN. PA.

T H E

3BIG STORED
YOUR STORE.
Yes and every year sees it being hnonghfc
nearer to a store that the people lUta. Busi
ness is done on different plans, than years
ago, and the management here means to.
bring It to your ideas as far as possible..
“ Your money back If you want It” Is a new*
one in to day’s trading, but it Is here for youThis guarantees satisfaction in. all cases.
A lady asked us on Saturday why we always
held our clearing sales In January. Well,
this Is generally housecleaning, time in the
Big Stores, and you know this means quite a
job to get rid of broken lots, odds and ends
of an assortment and goods in general that
we wish to change patterns of. It saves our'
handling, it saves us time and money ; It
puts money In your pocket, It makes friends.
What more could »merchant want or need,
than friends who crowd his stores and coun
ters, going away pie .eed.
PICTURES

AT GREATLY REDUCED»
PRICES
A Picture, former price, $2 25, now $1.25.
A Picture, former price, $2 00, now $1.50.
A Picture, former price, $1 50, now $1.00.
A Picture, former price, $1.00, now .75,
A Picture, former price, $1.00, now .60.
A Picture former price .50, now .25.
oooOooo

H. E. Elston,
HARDWARE, CARPET8, OIL CLOTHS,
TOYS, ETC.,
58 and 60 East Main Street,
NORRISTOWN. PA.

N

C O L L E G E V IL L E .
JJ

EW ANO SECOND-HAND

Ranges, Heaters,

M AIN S T R E E T ,

Ground Oyster Shells, 6Oc. Per

100 Pounds.
from the biggest Table Linen House
in the country. This department has
SLEDS at All Prices.
been one of the be-1 in our store.
Sole agents for the famous

$1 Kabo StraiM Front Corset!

yon or your friends bought them,

lo w Price of $2.00

W inter
Goods !

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft:
ft
ftft
ft
ft
ft

Keep accurate time, no matter where

Hand-Sewed

N ew Fall

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUIT8, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

Goodyear

Muslins and Sheeting in all widths. Pil
low Casing, Tubing. A good Toweling at 4
cents per yard.

iS
YOU
WILL
i
m
m
u
ft
MAKE NO ftli
i
ft
ft
ft
n
MISTAKE
ft
ft
In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Tears of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept iu
stock In a thoroughly equipped
general store.

W om en’s

Flannelettes, Outing Flannels, Shaker
Flannels, Canton Flannels, and Wool
Flounces.

n

m

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

^

^

ft

m

jr
jA .

TT>e ]New Rochester. VffiHV

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

3

ft

$7.50
$6.00
$4.00
$2.00

— AND —

B. LONG A RON,
— IN THEIR —

NEW RESTAURANT,

S

T

O

V

E

S

(Next door to Register Office,)

And a General Assortment or

No, 5 W. Main St.. - Norristown, Pa.,

Tin and Holloware,

Are ready at all times to give their patrons
first class service. Just such meals as you
w ant; all the delicacies of the season, and
the best of everything the market affords.
Oysters served In every style.
A home-like place for country people and
townspeople to be served with meals or
lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West
Main Street, next door to Register Office,
and a few steps from Swede Street.

AT REDUCED PRICES!
SPECIAL BARGAINS will be offered for
the purpose of disposing of the stock of
Ranges, Heaters, Stoves, Tinware, etc., etc.,
belonging to the estate of A. L. Gottshalk,
deceased.

A. H. GOTTSHALK, Administrator.
NEAR PERKIOMEN BRIDGE.

o r

F

r e n t

6dec.

.

A farm of 150 acres in the borough of
Trappe. For particulars apply to the un
dersigned.
LEWIS ROYER.

1 ET YOUR Posters Printed a |
J
ti»e Independent Office.

E T H E INDEPENDENTS

T h e H oly C om m un ion .

Inju ry C aused by a N a il.

L O C A L IN S T IT U T E .

DEATHS.
their accusations on imaginary evils F o r th e I n d e p e n d e n t .
Bocklen’s Arnica Salve
Christian Spade, aged 76 years, or established facts. Davy Crockett
Ta x a t io n v s . g o o d r o a d s .
Has
world-wide
fame for marvellous curds.
formerly of Norristown, died on said, “Be sure your right then go
TERM!« — «ti.OO PER YEAR
What is necessary for a good It surpasses any other salve, lotion, oint
Thursday at his home iu Limerick. ahead.” This is an age of reform road
a good foundation of ment or balm for Cuts, Corns, Burns, Boils,
si
IN A »VANCE.
ss
but reformation must come from stone isto first
Sores, Felons, Ulcers, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
build upon in connection Fever
Sores, Chapped Hands, Skin Erup
those
who
are
perfectly
free
from
Samuel H. Bowman, a highly re guile. It is a perfect travesty on with different sizes of crushed stone tions, infallible
for Files. Cure guaranteed.
spected citizen of Bryn Mawr and a reformation for the good people of to make a complete job; also good Only 25c. at Jos. W. Cuibert’s drug store.
Thursday, Jan ’y 31, 190
W . C . T. U .
veteran of the civil war, having
is absolutely necessary for
to go to New York for adrainage
served in the Army of the Potomac Philadelphia
complete roadway. Most all road
TheW. C. T. U. of Coliegeville
reform;
it
is
in
our
estimation,
go
IUBLIC SALE OF
CHURCH SERVICES.
for three years, died the beginning ing to the devil for mercy, and if makers have come to these conclu
will hold its regular monthly meet
of last week, aged 61 years. Death those
sions,
the
only
difference
in
opinion
St. Jam es’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Rev. A. J. ing at the home of Mrs. E. A.
the reformers can show i is the way the above specified ma
was due to the rupture of a blood clean, of
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn Krusen on next Tuesday afternoon.
FRESH COWS !
bill beyond reproach terial should be used, with the
log a t 10.30, and 3.15 p. m. Sunday School a t February 5th at 2.30 o’clock.
vessel, the rupture being caused by why gohealthy
it.
2.15 p. m.
violent coughing. The deceased
least outlay of money. Right here
was the owner of the property ten
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
That reminds me, the water has is the important part of the whole
H is to ric a l S o ciety Supper.
anted by Frank Ruth, in this bor been drawn off the canal and some business of road making: to raise
Will be sold at -public sale, on MON
Church, Oaks Station. Rev. B. J. Douglass,
Arrangements are being made by
rector. Services on Sundays, 10.4b a. m., 3.30
ough, and he contemplated taking very large carp have been taken sufficient funds for this purpose DAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1901, a t my resi
dence, near the Almshouse, 20 fresh cows,
p. m. Also Sunday School a t 2.30 o’clock in the a committee of the Montgomery
up his residence here about the first from the channel and the locks. without imposing too heavy burdens with
calves, from the Cumberiaepd Valley.
annex adjoining. Holy Communion first Sun County Historical Society, to hold
of April.
on
property
owners.
When
tax
These
cows are excellent milk and butter
More
fish
are
destroyed
by
this
day in the month a t 10.45 a. m. service. The colonial supper and musical in City
the kind farmers can feed with
drawing off the water than you rates get beyond five mills on the producers,
seats in this church are free and a very cordial Hall, Norristown, on Friday after
profit.
and put in your bids and
think, and its most disastrous to the dollar for road purposes they be get them.Come
welcome is extended to all.
Edward
K.,
infant
son
of
Mr.
and
Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
noon and evening, February 22.
M. P. ANDERSON, Agt.
Mrs. John A. Johnson, of Evans small fry. Thousands of small sun come burdensome, no matter by
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
G. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
burg, died Saturday, aged 15 days. fish and little catfish perish an whether the cash is paid or if tax Wayne Pierson, auct.
W ith d ra w n From th e Republican
Interment at Trinity cemetery, this nually. Frank H. Jarrett has payers have the privilege of work
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E.
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
borough, Sunday afternoon; under caught several bucketfuls of small ing out the tax. For example, an JpUBUIU SALE OF
T icket.
taker J. S. Kepler of Trappe was in sunfish and catfish and placed them eighty-acre farm, valuation $8,000,
uower Providence B aptist Church. Preach
Wm. McHarg has withdrawn his
in his grandfather’s springhouse. He at six mills, the present Lower
charge of the remains.'
mg services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every name from the Republican ticket as
deserves credit for this humane act Providence rate, makes the tax to SHOATS, FAT HOGS,
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible a candidate for town councilman of
TURKEYS AND CHICKENS.
We had a five-and-a-half-pound carp be paid or worked out $48.00. The
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday Trappe.
The name of Henry
Rev. J. Heysinger, formely rector presented to us by John Francis farmer must take money to pay this
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
Mosely has been substituted.
of St. James’ Episcopal church of Jr., that James Harvey caught at tax (under present conditions) that
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school,
Evansburg, died at his residence in the locks. Is there not some way should be used for other purposes
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
Will be sold at public sale, on MON
Morton, Deleware county, Monday, to remedy this wholesale destruc On the other hand if he works said DAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1901, at Perki
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
T em p eran ce M ee tin g ,
omen
Bridge Hotel, 125 shoats, weighing
aged
72
years.
He
retired
from
the
tion of fish right here ? Where are tax out he is using time on the
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
50 to 125 pounds; some fat hogs that
temperance meeting will be
ministry about fifteen years ago, those who love the sport of fishing roads that should be used in the from
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Preaching every Sun
dress 175 pounds; 100 chickens and 50
in the United ’Evangelical
since which time he had been en in the summer days ? Where’s that care and cultivation of 'his crops will
day a t 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School
turkeys. This is all fine stock. Sale at
church, Trappe, on Thursday evegaged in business with his brother Fish Commission that protects fish? Therefore, if we are to have better 1.30 sharp. Conditions by
at 9 a.m . Junior Endeavor prayer meeting,
MURRAY MOORE.
at Thirteen and Hamilton streets, On paper we should say.
Sunday, a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet ning, February 7, at 7.30. An
roads a fund must come from some
ing, Sunday, a t 6.30 p . m. Congregational especially interesting program has
Philadelphia. He is survived by a
other
source.
If
our
Government
been prepared for the occasion, and
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p.
The Brethren Church, Green would create a subsidy for this pur
widow and several adult children.
UBLIC MALE OF ONE CAKCatechetical class, Saturday, a t 2.80 p. m. All all are invited to be present.
LOADOF WESTERN PENNA.
Tree, Pastor J. T. Meyers, Oaks, pose instead of trying to make rich
are cordially invited to attend the services.
Pa. Sunday Services: Sunday corporations richer by subsidizing
H O U S E S !
Fairview Village and
School, 9.30 a. m.; preaching every ships, a ijurden would be lifted
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J . P. Rowland
^ V is ito r From England.
pastor.
Services a t 11 a. m. and 7.30 p.
Sunday,
10.30
a.
m.,
7.45
p.
m.;
from
the
farmer
and
good
roads
Vicinity.
Miss Sara Barrett of Cornwall,
Sunday School a t 9.30 a. m. Prayer service fol
Christian Helpers, 7 p. m.; prayer would be the result. Another im
England, spent several days of this
lowing Sunday School.
Our village merchant has several meeting, Thursday, 7.45 p. m. The portant
is equalizing valu
week visiting her brother John
prospective, buyers looking at his program of Christian Helpers for ations of point
Augustus L utheran Church,. Trappe. Ser
taxable property, the sell
Will he sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
Barret,
of
this
borough.
Miss
good
will
and
fixtures.
Mr.
Custer
vices next Sunday a t 10 a. m.
the year 1901—For February 3, ing price is supposed to be a just FEBRUARY 1, 1901, at Kline’s hotel,
Barrett
was
met
by
her
brother
at
expects
to
move
to
the
farm,
recently
Christian Endeavor Day, Amos G. valuation for tax purposes, just Limerick Square, one car-load of extra
United Evangelical Church, Trappe. Services
Pa. horses, ranging in age from
purchased from his brother’s estate. Gotwals; Feb. 10, If Christ should what
next Sunday a t 7.30 p. m. Sunday School a t New York on Friday, and then
a property will bring if ex 3Western
to 6 years. Among the lot is a pacer
came to Coliegeville. She is now on
2 p. m.
At the Republican primaries on come to-morrow, Miss Ella V. Ellis ; posed for Sale is a delicate question with a mark of 2.17M, and one with a
her way to Michigan at which place
mark of 2.29J£, and a trotter with a 2.21
Saturday night last Charles Anders Feb. 17, Confessing Christ, Joseph to determine; hence a person to fill record,
Trinity Church.—Wednesday evening, prayer she will be married.
four others- with speed. The
meeting, 7.30 o’clock. Saturday: Catechetical
was nominated as candidate for Umstead; Feb. 24, T ru st: Trusting the office of assessor acceptably balance and
are workers and general business
in
the
Lord
Jesus
Christ
for
class a t 1.30 o’clock, and preparatory meeting
must of necessity be a person of horses. The stock will arrive on Wednes
school director in the place of John
at 2.30 p. m. Sunday: Sunday School a t 9 a. m.
An A w ard o f $1 5,50 0.
good judgment of real estate values, day previous and it can be seen and
C. Morgan, who declined renomin strength, George T. Hallman.
and preaching and administration of the Holy
till day of sale. Some early to
ation. Mr. Morgan has’ filled the
of equalizing the value of handled
The jury in the condemnation
inspect the horses. Sale a t 1 o’clock p. m.
Miss Maggie Dunn was buried at capable
Communion a t 10 a. m.; the Junior C. E. prayer
different
properties
in
his
district
position
of
school
director
for
25
Conditions by
proceediugs, Saturday morning,
service, M argaret Moser leader, a t 2 p. :
Tree cemetery Tuesday after
years past, being for the greater Green
GRANT SHUSTER.
R.
the Y. P. S. C. E prayer service, Mr. John decided to declare free of toll the
noon.
F.
H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
Lower Providence, Pa.
part of the time secretary of the
Alexander leader, a t 6.45 o’clock, and special Colebrookdale, or “Swamp,” pike,
board. On the third ballot John
C. E . anniversary exercises in commemoration and awarded the Company $15,500
C O M M U N IC A T IO N F R O M
of the 20 years’ existence of the C. E. movement damages. The freed turnpike is
Metz was renominated for a third
jpUBLIC SALE OF •
Lum ber S ta tis tic s A larm in g .
at 7.45 o’clock.
term as Supervisor; the first two
B U R G E S S R IM BY.
8i
miles
long,
extending
from
Lim
Preaching by the pastor in Croll’s Hall,
At
the
present
rate
of
cutting
tim
ballots resulting in a tie between
erick Square to Boyertotyn, passing
E ditor I n d e p e n d e n t ; Since there has ber, the forests of America will be
Skippackville, Sunday evening a t 7.30 o’clock.
Metz and John H. Bean.
Personal Property!
through the townships of Limerick,
been from time to time more or less com destroyed in about sixty years.
New Hanover and Douglass.
Miss Flora Morgan, of Philadel ment and criticism on the part of a num According to the Bureau Statistics,
Will be sold at public sale at the resi
of the subscriber in Worcester town
phia, spent Sunday with her parents. ber of the citizens of Coliegeville in rela we are cutting timber at the rate of dence
H om e and Abroad.
ship,
Montg. county, on the Zimmerman
Sa t u r d a y ’s e x e r c i s e s .
tion
to
the
several
vetoes
I
submitted
to
about 40,000,000,000 feet a year, and farm one mile east of Providence Square,
D eath Caused by A p p en dicitis.
Miss Mary Rittenhouse, of Jeffer
F arm ers In s titu te, W orcester.
Rev. S. L. Messinger, of Trappe,
Council, vetoing successive ordi if the same average is continued, on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1901,
sonville, is spending several weeks Town
Jonas J. Reiff, aged 25 years,
-^-Firemen’s
lead
the
devotional
exercises
on
personal property: Three
nances
taxing
telephone
‘and
telegraph
A program has been issued set
our supply, which now covers an the following
with Mrs. David Custer.
died on Saturday at his residence
Horses. No. 1, a bay horse 7 yrs.
Saturday
morning.
The
subject,
poles
within
the
borough,
I
ask
the
privi
ting
forth
the
various
exercises
of
area
of
1,094,496
miles
and
contains
—Oyster supper
old, sound and gentle, will w'ork
near Eaglöville of am attack of ap
“How should L. C. M. be Pre
lege t o . make known in a public manner
anywhere. No. 2, a black mare 10
supply of 2,300,000,000,000 feet,
pendicitis, following an operation. the sessions of a Farmers’ Insti sented,” was treated by Mr. W. S.
the
reasons
for
the
official
action
on
my
years
old, good worker and dri
—Bouvett’s hall
tute
to
be
held
in
Farmers’
Hall,
FROM
OAKS.
will
it
is
estimated,
not
last
beyond
Deceased was married about four
K eiter,. a member of the Senior
part which seems, to have occasioned ex the period just stated. The export ver. No. 3, a fine black colt coming 3 yrs.
Worcester
on
Wednesday
and
weeks ago to a Miss Smith, of Au
old. 17 Cows, some with calves by their
—Next Saturday evening,
class of Ursinus. His remarks were
Miss Maggie Dunn, who resided pressions of commendation as well as of
dubon. The funeral will take place Thursday of next week, February. thoughtful, and received favorable with her sisters at Green Tree, died censure. In vetoing the pole tax ordi of lumber is becoming a very im side; 2 stock bulls, 2 heifers, 25«¿Uj#
6
and
7.
The
various
subjects
that
portant feature of our foreign com shoats and pigs, chickens by the
—February 2.
this (Thursday) mot-ning, January
comment. Mr. Huber, a student of suddenly Saturday,' of heart dis nance adopted by Council May4,1900, tax merce,
will
be
discussed
will
prove
of
much,
having nearly doubled-with Thirteen 20, 30, and 40-qt. milk cansTTuL
Interment will be at Lower
Ursinus, and Mr. Alvin Wagner, ease.
ing all telephone and telegraph poles 75 in the last ten years. The total ex ter tub, 10 bushels (Maine) potatoes, farm
—Favor the firemen with your 31.
interest
to
farmers
and
others.
Mennonite Church, Skippack.
bell, farm wagon, 2-in. tread, with hay
participated in the general dis
^presence and patronage,
Hon. H. H. Fetterolf, of this bor cussion
The two-year-old daughter of cents each the following statements were ports of wood and manufactures of bed; 2)J in. tread farm wagon with bed
which followed. Mr. J. I. Howard
embodied
in
my
message
:
ough, will take part in a discussion L. Eisenberg,
wood last year were valued at and ladders as good as new; market wag
Dilts has the diphtheria,
of Royersford, spoke and last reports
—And resolve to make the event
express wagon, falling top buggy, bob
B ank D irectors Dined.
Wednesday
evening.
The
Ladies
The ordinance as passed imposes a tax $50,598,416, most of the lumber on,
were
the
little
one
sled, sleigh, horse power, thresher and
a success, financially and socially.
on “Language” at considerable
that is excessive and therefore unjust ; having been sent from the Pacific cleaner,
H. "W. Kratz, Esq., President of Session in the interest of country length, his address also being was not improving," but rather and
thresher and shaker, Union fodder
applied injustice will always he detri
the National Bank, of Schwenks homes will be held on Thursday followed by a general discussion, growing worse. We sympathize mental to the best interests of our bor coast to South America and the cutter, Dick’s hand cutter, corn grinder,
grain
fan,
hopk, rope and pulleys,
evening.
Hon.
Jason
Sexton
will
As an instance it is to be cited Asiatic countries. Owing to the 17% acres hay
ville, as has been his custom once a
‘—It is supposed that
which was spirited and interesting. with the afflicted parents, for Mabel ough.
of grain in the ground, 300
that the Keystone Telephone Company has activity of the American Forestry bushels
year for many years past, enter be the presiding officer of the In “Primary Numbers” was the title was a dear little one, a perfect little about
of corn on cob, 100 bushels of oats,
125 poles in the borough, which, at
the government has at 1 Wiard, 1 Syracuse, 1 side-hill plow, one
—The g. h.
tained the directors and officers of stitute.
of a paper redid by Miss Emma H. lady-, and as nice as she was pretty. 75 cents per pole, would make the com association
and
two
horse cultivators, hay tedder,
last
inaugurated
a
systematic
for
the bank at dinner at D. H. Bean’s
tax $93 ; add to this $30, the value
Johnson, of Royersford. Prof. A.
mower, reaper and binder, good
Diphtheria, mumps, measles and pany’s
—Will reach the surface of the hotel, Monday. The occasion was
of the ’phone now used by the borough estry policy. Sustained by public Osborne
L O C A L P O L IT IC S .
H. Gerberick, principal of the la grippe has not passed us by, and free of cost, and we have $123. The net in sentiment, Congress has passed as new; grain drill, wheelbarrow seed
‘earth about sunrise, next Saturday an all around success, gastronomisower, three scalding tubs, horse rake,
from the eleven ’phones in the bor
The Republicans of the three dis Royersford schools, spoke upon the though great good came from the come
morning.
laws to protect forest reserves by double and single trees, forks, rakes,
cally, socially, and otherwise. The tricts
ough
is
$224.
The
proposed
tax
would
subject
of
Uniform
Examinations.
”
Upper Providence met at
revival meetings, there were many
of various kinds, feed troughs,
amount to about 55 per cent, of providing what amounts to a self- chains
Schwenksville bank is one of the Black of
—After that some weather,
The first address on the program and regret to say a sprinkling of therefore
double and single harness, collars, blind
Rock last Thursday evening
the net earnings of the Company. The supporting administration. By this halters,
most substantial and. successful and formed
and other articles not enumera
a township ticket as for the afternoon session was that of those of the good, preferred the Bell Telephone Company would be affected departure the permanent interests ted. Sale
to commence at 1 o’clock p. m.,
—Shadow or no shadow.
financial institutions of Montgomery follows: Supervisors—Abram
Prof. C. A. Wagner, supervising counsel-of Ahithopel, and every one in a similar manner. * * All fair-minded of communities dependent upon the when conditions
H
will be made known by
county.
citizens will certainly apprehend that such
principal
of
the
Ashbourne
schools,
Hallman, Henry C. Harley. School
is familiar with this counsellor, ahd taxation would virtually be confiscation. forests are protected, the enormous
—Jacob Davis, of Evansburg, fell
W. W. ROGERS.
his
subject
being
“Unification
of
would-be friend.
Directors—Samuel K. Anson, Na
No equitable system of taxation yet de
upon the sidewalk, Friday evening,
N a rro w Escape From a Serious
J. S. Smith, clerk.
vised by man has contemplated that it is waste that has been going on for L.H.. Ingram, auct.
thaniel Moyer. Assessor, M. V Public School Curricula.” Mr.
and sustained a fractured rib.
The ground is covered with snow, right and proper to impose upon private many years is prevented and the
C o n flagration .
Detwiler; Auditor, Abram D. Wagner is an interesting speaker',
or corporations any tax what commercial supply of timber is in
—The literary and musical enter
The home of John T. Wagner, Bechtel; Town Clerk, Irvin Brun and his remarks were timely, his and sleigh bells jingled merrily, individuals
pUBLIC SALE OF
soever that in effect amounts to a sweep
tainment by Philadelphia talent in Esq., of Iron bridge, narrowly es ner. Our reporter omitted sending address being looked upon by many but above their merry tong the ing appropriation of private property or creased.
income,
by
force
of
law.
I
t
has
been
fal
blood
curdling
sounds
of
the"
run
the M. E. Church, Evansburg, next caped destruction by fire Saturday ns the nominations for election as one of the best and most helpful
argued that since the téléphoné
Personal Property!
on the program. A selection of ners of sleighs and sleds grating laciously
Saturday evening will doubtless be night. Miss Hannah Wagner, ■a officers in the districts.
Made Young Again.
lines radiate in various directions from
on
the
ground,
which
proved
the
music,
“Oe’r
the
Waters
Blue,”
ah excellent one. Don’t miss it. sister of the attorney, had gone up
The Republicans of Skippack have
the borough into the surroundingcountry,
Will he sold a t public sale, on THURS
“One of Dr. King’s New Life Pills each DAY,
FEBRUARY 7, 1901, on the prem
early in the evening and had nominated the following ticket, was given by the chorus of child covering of purity, this beautiful connecting with numerous other towns night
for two weeks has pu£ me In my ises of the
—Councilmen John S. Kepler and stairs
and
villages,
that,
■
therefore,
the
whole
late Isaac C. Kratz, deceased,
ren'.
emblem
of
purification,
had
not
com
lighted
an
oil
stove
for
the
purpose
‘teens’
again,’!
writes
D
H.
Turner
of
Justice
of
the
Peace,
Samuel
P.
Fox
business of a company should be taken Dempseytown, Pa. They’re the best in the in Upper Providence township, Montgom
Charles Tyson of Trappe are on the of heating her room. She then Assesssor, Henry G. Hunsicker
F. G. Hobson, Esq., president of pletely covered up the impurities into
account in the matter of taxing poles. world for Liver, Stomach and Bowels. ery county, on State road leading from
sick list. Mr. Kepler’s condition is left the house. About an hout' Supervisors, Charles T. Johnson, the Board of Directors of the which degrade us.
Snow ice Reasoning
upon such premises, it would Purely vegetable Never gripe. Only 25c. Trappe to Phoenixville, one mile from the
reported to be serious.
follow
that all townships through which at
clogged
the
flow
of
the
current
in
former place, the following personal prop
Coliegeville
Schools,
told
of
some
of
afterwards Mr. Wagner in going up Jacob Buckwalter; School Directors
Jos. W. Cuibert’s drug store.
the lines pass should have the authority
erty, to wit; 4 horses, 6 cows, 1 heifer, 75
Schuylkill, and one could imag also
—The Republicans of Laugborne stairs discovered the entire upper Jacob Buckwalter, C. A. Wismer; the. “ Benefits of Borough and Town the
to impose a tax upon all poles of a
pair of chickens, 3 turkeys,
ine Neptune had lost his bearings, company
; so that a corporation that af
6 tame rabbits. Two farm!
have endorsed the candidacy of portion of the house filled with Auditor, George Kriebel, Jr.; Town ship High Schools.” Mr. Hobson and
coming
to
Pawlings
dam,
had
ANTED.
favors
the
plan
of
the
borough
and
fords
many
conveniences
to
individuals
.wagons,
one 3-ineh tread with
dense
volumes
of
smoke.
It
is
Clerk, E. F. Hawk; Judge of
-George G. Fetterolf of the Standard
A young lady wants a position to
in his anger whipped the waters and the business public in general at a
patent spindle; cart, 3-inch tread;
for the treasurership of Bucks likely that the oil stove exploded. Elections, I. H. Johnson; Inspector, township high school, stating that into
cost, could he expeditiously do general housework. Apply at
market wagon, express wagon, skeleton
a cream, soap suds, or an old reasonable
when it is impossible for townships
The carpets and furniture in the S. G. Fenstermacher.
county.
taxed to death. In this connection it is
ROBISON’S STORE,
wagon, carriage, express sleigh, hay lad
to institute high schools individu time variety of ’lasses candy.
Near Perkiomen Bridge. ders, hay pole, hay rope, stone bed, Cham
to be taken into account that the gross Z3jan.
room were ignited and badly burned,
earnings
of
telegraph
and
telephone
com
ally, they should have one centrally
—J. J. Seasholtz, of Red Hill, has but the flames did not spread far.
pion
reaper and binder, Champion mower,
The personal property of Charles
are already taxed by the State
Legislators from M o ntg om ery
mower and reaper, hay rake, hay tedder,
located for the benefit of a number Whitby, at Pawling, was sold one panies
bought the smallest horse ever seen The room was closed tightly and
ANTED.
partly,
at
least,
for
the
right
to
construct
log roller, Champion horsepower, thresher
on C o m m itte es .
of townships.
in that- section.' It is a Shetland there was very little or no oxygen
A dairy of about 90 to 120 quarts. and cleaner, thresher and shaker, fodder
their lines upon public highways. Sup
day last week.
Aldemev
preferred.
Call
on
or
address
pose
one
of
the
business
men
of
our
bor
Miss
Edna
Albert
sung
a
soprano
pony and weighs 150 pounds.
causing the flames to die out. Had
cutter, small feed mitter, winnowing mill,
The Montgomery delegates to the
SAMUEL ROGERS, JR.,
We had pay day Tuesday, but the ough, who is patronized to a considerable
comsheller, 2 Syracuse plows, springtooth
there been the results would prob House of Representatives at Harris solo which was highly appreciated.
.
5312
Greene
St.,
Germantown,
Pa.
extent
by
persons
residing
out
of
town,
harrow, spike harrow, 3 hoe harrows,
—Jonathan K. Tregò, the well- ably have been disastrous. The
Dr. J. S. Weinberger, dean of time was so long between the last should be taxed 55 per cent, of the net in l-24-3t.
burg
fared
quite
well
in
the
matter
carriage
pole, single, double and triple
known portrait painter died at his carpets and furniture were badly
Ursinus College, is always enter pay day, and Christmas interven come of his business in the borough, what
trees, 1 or 2-horse spreader, breast, tim
home in North Wales, Friday morn- burned. The damage will amount of committee assignments by Speaker taining“when he handles historical ing and we with no back log in the would this community think of such a
ber, cow ahd other chains, clevis, single
Marshall. Two members were
OK MALE.
ing, aged 84 years.
place, did not have two pennies high-handed proceeding in the name of the
harpoon hay hook, rope pulleys, rope
to about $200.
given places on Appropriations, subjects, and in telling of “The fire
law
?
It
is
to
be
safely
assumed
that
the
and tackles, manure hooks, forks, rakes,
to our name, though there are four matter of taxation * * is not fairly and
Twenty-five tons of good rye straw at scoop and other shovels, hoes, maul and
Messrs. McGlathery and Barker. Teacher of the High School,” or Nickels
.-—Warren H. Linderman pur
left
in
the
family.
This
private
sale.
Apply
to
regulated by such unfortunate
wedges, Jbroad, post and other axes, stone
2 0 th C en tu ry T ea W e ll Attended.
The following is the list of assign more particularly of the origin and swinging around the circle by pay equitably
chased the toll-gate property at
D. H. BEAN,
personal differences as may happen to ex
bar, post spade, grindstone, wheelbarrow,
history of the teacher in Pennsyl
Limerick Square, Saturday, for
The twentieth century tea, given ments:
Schwenksville,
Pa.
ist
between
individual
servants
of
the
grain cradle, scythe and sneath, 2 iron
Guy of the Phila. & Reading people. Publie, questions are not to be
DeHaven—Legislative, Appor vania, he held the attention of the master
$520.
hog troughs, iron water trough, scalding
under the auspices of the Social
Railroad
was
a
railroad
feat,
not
on
audience
closely.
Dr.
Weinberger
dragged down into the mire and be de
tub, 300 lbs. beam, 2 crosscut saws, iron
tionment, Public Health and Sani
Committee
of
the
Lutheran
Church,
record,
that
we‘have
heard
of
so
710
R
RENT.
termined
by
the
caprices
of
individual
re
dog, ladder, half-bushel measures, 4 sets
—A. R. Saylor, of Royersford, has Trappe, on Saturday evening, was tation, Printing, Agricultural, La pertinently suggested that two
sentment,
or
the
promptings
of
prejudice.
.
The
UpperProvidenceSaddlerStand,
far
in
our
life,
or
has
it
ever
been
heavy
harness, blind and head halters,
prominent qualities in a successful
been adjudged a voluntary bank great success, viewed from every bor and Industry.
* * It is furthermore respectfully sub with dwelling house, barn, and garden. collars, set carriage harness, set express
accomplished,
we
don’t
believe.
high
school
teacher
should
be
manly
rupt in the United States District point.
mitted that the general law relating to Apply to
Haldeman—Pensions and Gratu
harness, grain and bran bags, 12 tons
addition to serving an
a whole army of men, scat taxing telegraph, telephone and other
HORACE-L. ASHENFELTER,
Court, Philadelphia. Liabilities, excellentInsupper
timothy hay, 6 tons mixed hay, 1500 bun
ities, Bureau of Statigtics, Counties character and intelligence. Rev. Paying
at
moderate
cost,
poles,
authorizing
the
imposition
of
a
tax
tered
along
three
divisions
of
rail
l-24-2m.
Oaks,
Pa.
dles cornfodder, 50 bushels of rye, 800
Courson was the last speaker
$21,839.85. Assets, $100.
cakes candies and aprons were also and Townships, Geological Survey, Wm.
not
exceeding
$1.00
per
pole,
was
doubtless
bushels
of com, 55 chestnut rails, 7 acres
road,
covering
an
area
of
over
one
on the program, and in an interest
framed with reference to the larger bor
of grain in the ground. One shed at Men
—Gus Egolf has secured the con disposed of, and when accounts are Ways and Means. .
hundred
and
twenty-five
miles.
ing
talk
on
“
Benefits
of
a
Central
OR
RENT.
oughs
and
towns
where
all
the
streets
are
nonite meetinghouse, Yerkes. i •
Murphey—Public Roads, City
tract to furnish fifty mattresses for finally closed, it is thought that
High School to Rural Communities,” Paymaster Guy with his car came to a great extent improved by residence
the new infirmary at the Mont about $100 will remain as a result of Passenger Railways, Law and Or he pointed out its possibilities iu to Perkiomen Junction at nine and business houses, and where the in House, garden, and stable, on 5th Ave HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND DAIRY
FIXTURES.
the enterprise. Following are the der, Labor and Industry, Counties the matter of keeping boys on the o’clock, paying the men all along spection of poles is necessary for the bet nue, .Coliegeville. Possession; April 1,
gomery County Almshouse.
A. D. FETTEROLF,
ter protection of life and property * * ” 1901. Apply to
names of those who assisted, the and Townships.
Bedsteads and bedding, bureau, desk, case
the
line
to
Reading—forty
miles.
farm
and
in
helping
to
prevent
an
Coliegeville,
Pa.
McGlathery—Public Buildings,
—Danifel Collins, of York, is the Social Committee having chosen
of drawers, washstands, Household sew
Then over the East Penn R. R. to In the ordinance, as quoted in part
ing machiné, chairs', rocking chairs,
Federal Relations, Iron and Coal, alarming rush of country youths to East
father of four pairs of twins. The sub-committees :
above, I recommended the taxing of all
Penn
Junction,
paying
the
em
the large cities and towns.
lounge, settee, cupboards, sink, chest,
r o p o sa l s .
last pair was presented by his wife
poles on the built up streets of the bor
Social Committee—Miss Anna Appropriation s.
ployes
on
that
division—tnirty^six
wood
dojightray, range stove small
A vote of thanks was extended to
all previous bids have been re stove, chest,
Barker—Compare Bills, Elect
a few days ago. All have been Zimmerman, E. G. Brownback,
ough. In another subsequent message, jected,Assealed
farmers’ boiler, rag carpet, look
miles.
Then
over
the
Perkiomen
proposals
for
the
grading
Ursinus
College
for
the
use
of
the
born within eight years.
Miss* Bertha Moyer, Miss Kate ions, Judiciary Local, Appropri auditorium; and also to all persons R. R., paying the employes on this vetoing an ordinance placing a tax of 50 and macadamizing of Main Street in the ing glasses, clocks, dishes, knives and
forks, horde-made towels; tables, bench,
ations.
each on all poles, I recommended Borough of Trappe will be received until chum,
Detwiler, Mrs. J. W. Wisler.
butter hamper, butter and other .
wim had kindly assisted in making division' to Perkiomen Junction— cents
•—Thè fat hogs to be sold at
a tax of one dollar per pole on all February 16, 1901, 12 o’clock, M. Plans tubs, buckets, pans, sausage cutter,-sau
Hall and arrangements—E. G.
forty-three
miles—arriving
at
Perki
the institute a-success.
and
specifications
can
be
seen
at
the
office
Murry Moore’s sale next Monday Brownback, M. H. Keelor, J. S.
sage staffer ana lard press, apple parer,
TR O LLEY NO TES.
omen Junction shortly after four poles on improved streets for the purpose of D. M. Fulmer, Trappe, Pa. The Com cherry
are bought from farmers and will be Kepler, M. B. Shrack, George
seeder, copper kettle, vinegar by
of raising the funds necessary to defray mittee reserves the right to reject any or
o’clock.
That’s
a
feat
worthy
of
the barrel, and many other articles not
delivered at Coliegeville Monday Zimmerman, Daniel Shuler, Sr.
The steel rails,' weighing 80
all bids.
the cost of adequate pole inspection.
‘Florida
and
Metropolitan
Lim
mentioned.
Sale a t 12 o’clock M. Con
record,
and
it
was
also
an
earnest
morning.
D. M. FULMER,
In discharging my duties, all and sever
Cake—Misses Mame Tyson, Edna pounds to the foot, for the extension
ditions: A credit of six months ‘will be
ited” by the Seaboard Air Line that mush and milk would not be
J.
W.
WISLER,
of
the
trolley
line
from
this
borough
given on all sums of $15 and oyer,
ally, as Burgess, I have tried to perform
Keelor, Bella Whitby, Annie
C. H. TYSON,
to Limerick Square, have been or Railway, “Florida and West In served at our fete for a day or two my whole duty and I am ready to have
M eetin g o f Young M e n ’s Club.
WILLIAM H. KRATZ,
Joschke, Annie Moyer.
1-81
Street
Committee.
after.
dia
Short
Line”
to
the
Wiuter
OLIVER F. 6RIMLEY,
The Young Men’s Club of Evans
any or all of my official acts spread before
Candy—Misses 6-race Stearly, dered by the Traction Company, and
Resorts
o
f
the
South.
The
Only
Some of our young folks journeyed the public, for impartial discussion based
Administrators.
burg will hold their monthly enter Ella Detwiler, Anna Zimmerman, active preperations are being made Line Operating Daily Traius to
W. M. Pierson, auct.
to begin the work of construction
s t a t e n o t ic e .
to Port Providence to see an exhi upon facts and reason. I t requires facts
tainment on Friday evening, Febru Bertha Moyer, Laura Bertolett.
Florida.
of Mary B. Schrack, late of J. M. Zimmerrpan, clerk.
bition of living pictures at4he hall and reasonable arguments to successfully UpperEstate
ary 1. All are cordially invited.
Aprons—Mrs. J. W. Wisler, Mrs. not later than April 15. The civil
Providence township, Montgomery
engineer
of
the
Company
will
go
Effective
January
14th,
the
Seaboard
at
that
place.
B. W. Weikel.
contradict any given statement. State county, deceased. Letters of administra
st a t e n o t ic e .
tion on the aboyé estate having been
Ice Cream—Miss Kate Detwiler, over the route this week and make Air Line Railway, the only line operating
Five candidates were baptized at ments prompted merely by unkindness, by granted
P h ilad elp hia M arkets.
Estate of John Z. Kulp, late of Lim
a
preliminary
survey.
It
has
not
daily
limited
trains
to
Florida,
will
put
the undersigned, all persons in
prejudice,
or
other
considerations,
are
Mrs.
Ella
Wisler,
Wm.
Kratz.
Tree church, Thursday even
debted to said estate are requested to erick township, Montgomery county, de
Wheat bran, $17; timothy hay,
as yet been determined whether' the on its magnificent new train, “Florida Green
approximately
correct
only
when
proven
Oysters—J.
W.
Wesler,
J.
W.
ceased.
Letters of administration on the
make immediate payment, and those hav
$17.50; roller flour, $2.60 to $3.75; Bean, B. W. Weikel.
extension will reach as far as thé and Metropolitan Limited,” solid from ing, making sixteen in all.
by facts impartially set forth and reasoned ing legal claims, to present the same with above estate having been granted the un
wheat, 77£c. ¡»corn, 45c.; oats, 32c.;
of the Pottstown Company at New York via Philadelphia, Baltimore,
dersigned, all persons indebted to said
There is a report that Rev. J. T. upon. Respectfully yours,
out delay to
Supper Tables, No. 1—Misses tracks
estate are requested to make immediate
beef cattle, 41 to 5 |c.; sheep and Kate
MILTON B. SCHRACK, Trappe, Pa.
Crooked Hill, this year or <not. Washington to Richmond, Raleigh, Co Muyers will quit the pastorate of
Detwiler,
Mame
Rahn,
Mar
AMMON RIMBY, Burgess.
DANIEL W. SCHRACKj Limerick, Pa. payment, and those having legal claims,
iambs. 3 to 61c.; hogs, 7@7£c.; garet Brochhold, Florence Rapp. Much will depend upon the action lumbia, Savannah, Jacksonville and St. the Green Tree church some time in
to present the same without delay to
Administrators.
fat cows, 2}@3fc.; dressed steers,
of the Pottstown street railway cor Augustine. Connections at Jacksonville the future. This is not at all en
LOUISA KULP, Administratrix,
Or their attorney, Geo. W. Zimmerman,
No.
2—Misses
Bertha
Moyer,
8j@9c.; dressed cows, 6@7c.
Limerick Square, Pa.
Norristown, Pa.
1-3
poration in the matter of acceding for Tampa and all Florida points, and at couraging news, for no one pastor
His Wife Saved Him.
Annie. Joschke, Lena Meyers, Mrs. to
Or
her
attorney, Harvey L. Shomo, Nor
the terms of the Trappe and St. Augustine for the East Coast. This has done so much to build up the
Albert Bowers, Mrs. Jacob Rahn.
ristown,
Pa.
1-10
My wife’s good advice saved my life,
Electric street railway train also carries Drawing Room Sleeping church here. He is an indefatig writes.F.
S p iritu a lis ts ’ M ee tin g .
M. Boss of Winfield, Tenn., for I
No. 3—Misses Anna Zimmerman, Limerick
st a t e n o t ic e .
Company. It is hoped, however, car New York to Atlanta. Leaves Boston able worker, in the cause and has bad such a bad cough I could hardly
Estate of Catharine Ann PennyThe First Association of Spiritual Annie Moyer, Jessie Custer, Lizzie that
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
the entire proposed extension 12:03 A. M., New York 12:55 P. M., (from proved by his works his ability to breathe. I steadily grew worse under doc packer, late of the borough of Coliege
The undersigned hereby gives notice
ists of Royersford will hold a meet Brochhold, Gertrude Clamer.
tor’s treatment, but my wife urged me to ville, Pa., deceased. Letters of adminis that Geo.
will
be
made
and
that
prior
to
23rd
Street.
Station
Pennsylvania
Rail
overcome
the
greatest
obstacles
and
W. Yost and wife of the bor
Cook—Mrs. Dorworth; assistants,
ing in Buck waiter’s hall this
tration
upon
the
above
estate
having
been
use
Dr.
King’s
New
Discovery
for
Consump
ough
of
Coliegeville, Montgomery county,
Christmas,
1901,
this
borough
will
Philadelphia 3:29 P. M., Baltimore trials. However, there are others, tion, which completely cured me.” Coughs, granted to the undersigned, all persons
(Thursday) evening, at 7.30. Harri Mrs. Annie Rahn, Mrs. Keelor and be in direct communication, via. the road)
Pa.
have
made
a general assignment to
5:45 P. M., Washington 6:55 P. M., arri but not any are they that will fill Colds, Bronchitis, La Grippe, Pneumonia. indebted to the same are hereby notified
son D. Barrett, president of the Mrs. Tyson.
for the benefit of creditors. All per
to make prompt settlement, and those him
trolley,
with
Pottstown.
Asthma,
Hay
Fever,
and
all
maladies
of
the
place
so
well
as
Rev.
Mr.
Mey
ving
at
SouthermPines,
N.
C.
5:56
A.
M;,
sons indebted to said estate are requested
Miss Rinker, Mrs. Irvin Cook,
National Spiritualist Association of
Chest, Throat and Lungs are positively having claims against said estate to pre to make immediate payment, ana those
Columbia, S. C. 10:00 A. M., Savannah, ers does and has.
Washington, D. C., will address the Mrs. Brochhold, Mrs. H. H. Stearly,
cured by this marvellous medicine. 50c. sent them without delay to
A charter has been issued to the Ga. 12:25 P. M., Jacksonville 3:50 P. M.,
having
claims to present the same with
GEO. W. PENNYPACKER,
Mrs. J. M. Zimmerman and Mrs. Lansdale and Norristown Electric
meeting. All are invited.
The song of the turkey buzzard and $1 00. Every bottle guaranteed. Trial
out delay to
OLIVER
S.
PENNYPACKER,
St.
Augustine
5:00
P.
M.,
Tampa
6:30
A.
bottles
free
at
Joseph
W.
Cuibert’s
drug
Moyer assisted in the supper room. Railway Company. This Company
S. B. HORNING, Assignee,
from off the hill, where coons and
HOWARD S. PENNYPACKER,
Lower Providence, Pa.
During the cqurse of the evening- contemplates the construction of •a M., Charlotte 9:51 A. M., Atlanta 4:35 P. skunks roam at will, was sowing store, Coliegeville, Pa.
Trappe, Pa.
Or
to
his attorney, G. W. Zimmerman,
$100 REWARD. $100.
M.
Connections
are
made
both
at
Miami
A. H. TYSON, Coliegeville, Pa.,
several violin selections were ren trolley line from Lansdale, via.
the
seed
in
the
twilight
fair,'
sow
6dec.
Administrators. Norristown, Pa.
The readers of this paper will be pleased dered by Mrs. Yeager, of Black West Point, Franklinville, Centre on the East Coast and Port Tampa on ing the seed in the station where
ir e t a x n o tice .
Or their attorney, .Geo. W. Zimmerman,
to learn that there is at least one dreaded Rock, and Miss Mame Tyson sung a Square, and Washington Square, to the West Coast for Key West and Ha gossip reigns; like Mount Etna.
The members of the Perkiomen Val
Norristown, Pa.
27dec.
vana. The “Florida and Metropolitan
-disease that Science has been able to cure in solo with violin obligitto.
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
Norristown, and, presumably, will Limited” is luxuriously equipped in every “Her shattered entrails wide the ley
Chas. L. Pettis & Co.,
»11 its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Montgomery
County
are
hereby
notified
be a branch of the Inland Traction respect, with Pullman Drawing Room mountain throws,” and incrusts that a tax was levied on November 10,
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
with lava the spot the old pine tree 1900, of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars
Notice is hereby given that H. U.
Company.
Old People Made Young.
Car, Compartment Car with Drawing grows.
-constitutional disease, requires a constitu
for which they are insured, to pay losses Umstad, M. p ., of the Borough of Phoe- Cash Buyers of all Kinds Conntry Produce
Rooms
and
ijjtate
Rooms,
Observation
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Curb is
sustained.1
Payments
will
be
made
to
the
nixville,
county of Chester and State of
J. C. Sherman, the veteran editor of the
The project to connéct Phœnixtaken internally, acting directly udou the Vermontvtlle (Mich.) Echo, has discovered ville with Norristown by a trolley Car, through Day Coaches and unexcelled
We are of the same opinion of the collectors or to the Secretary at his office Pennsylvania, by deed of voluntary as DRESSED POULTRY, GAME, FURS,
Coliegeville.
signment, has assigned all the estate real
blood and mucous surfaces of the system1 the remarkable secret of beeping old people
Irishman who said, “peace, wid inExtract
Pullman Dining Car service.
EGGS AND BUTTER.
from Charter: “And if any mem and personal of the said H. U. Umstad,
thereby destroying the foundation of the young. For years he has avoided nervous line via. Valley Forge and King-ofFor futher information, call on or write now an’ thin a foight is a foine ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect M. D.j to I. E. Miller, of the Borough of
disease, and giving the patient strength by ness, sleeplessness, indigestion,heart trouble, Prussia, appears to be well under
2
0
4
Duane
S t., N ew York.
building up the constitution and assisting constipation and rheumatism by using Elec way, and the probabilities are that to all Pennsylvania Railroad offices, or thing,’’ and we say there’s more to pay his or her assessment within 40days Phoenixville, aforesaid, in trust for the
bature in doing its work. The proprietors tric Bitters, and he writes: 1 Itcan’tbe the work of construction will be representatives of the Seaboard Air Line truth than philosophy in the ex after the publication of the same, 20 per benefit of the creditors of the said H. U.
of the assessment will be added Umstad, M. D. All persons, therefore, in
have so much faith in its curative powers, praised too highly. It gently stimulates the
Write for our present paying prices.
Railway at 306 Washington Street, Bos pression. You pick up the daily cent,
thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50 debted to the said H. U. Umstad, M. D.,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for kidneys, tones the stomach, aids digestion, started the coming session.
papers
of
Philadelphia
and
what
do
ton,
Mass.;
1206
and
371
Broadway,
New
days
longer,
then
his,
her,
or
their
policy
will
make
payment
to
the
said
assignee,
»ny case that it fails to cure. Send for li*t and gives a splendid appetite. It has work
BEFERENCES:
York; 80 South Third Street, Philadel you find, a foight is a very foine shall have become suspended until pay and those having claims or demands will
®f testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY ed wonders for my wife and me. It’s a
DANIELS & CO., Bankers, 6 Wall St., N. Y.
Dyspepsia Is difficult digestion, due to the phia, 207 East German Street, Baltimore; thing. But when you read both ment shall have been made.”
make known the same without delay to
& CO., Toledo. O.
marvellous remedy fo old peorle’s com
1434 New York Ave., Washington, or to
All Commercial Agencies, Express Co.’s,
,1. E. MILLER, Assignee,
The 40 days’ time for payment of said
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
plaints.” Only 50c at Joseph W. Cuibert’s absence of natural digestive fluids. Hood’s R. E. L. Bunch, General Passenger Agent, sides of the question, you are at sea tax
will date from December 3, 1900.
Bhcenixville, Pa. Dealers in Produce in U. S. and Canada,
A*h’e Family Tills are the best.
drug store, Colleg ville.
Sarsaparilla restores the digestive powers.
Portsmouth, Va.
to decide which paper is basing 29no.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary. H. H. Gilkyson, Attorney. ”
20dec. Established Trade of over 20 years.

The Sacrament of the Holy Com
munion will be anministered in
Trinity church, this borough, this
coming Sunday morning, February
3, at 10 o’clock.

On Friday James L. Paist, the
street commissioner of this borough, THREE INTERESTING SESSIONS HELD IN
had the misfortune to step upon a
BOMBERGER MEMORIAL HALL.
nail which penetrated his foot to a
considerable depth. As a conse
The
local institute held in Bomquence Mr. Paist was confined with
berger
Memorial Hall on Friday
in doors for several days.
evening and Saturday of last week
was the means of bringing together
T h e Ladies’ A id1.
a large number of educators from
The Ladies’ Aid Society of this surrounding boroughs and villages,
borough, will hold its coming although the attendance of Coliege
monthly meeting, next Monday ville citizens was not as great as
evening, February 4th, at the resi might have been expected. Mr. A.
dence of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Hob B. Hess, principal of the schools of
son. First, transaction of business, this borough, presided at all of' the
then a musical and literary program sessions.
will be rendered, the remainder of
On Friday evening the exercises
the evening will be spent in games were opened by Rev. Dr. J. H.
and a general good time socially.. Hendricks, who delivered the in
vocation. Dr. H. T. Spangler,
President of Ursinus College, wel
S u rp rise Party.
comed the public schools and their
Frank Pickette, residing near the instructors to the halls of Ursinus,
Level school house, Lower Provi and then proceeded to deliver an
dence, was -completely surprised address upon the subject, “The
Saturday evening, by a host of Duties of Colleges to the Public
friends from Jeffersonville, Provi Schools.” In speaking, Dr. Spang
dence Square, Eagléville, and other ler showed the aim of the public
places. Games of various kinds schools to be the attainment of,
were indulged in, and a feast of knowledge, and that of the college
good things served as an acceptable to be the attainment of culture.
finish to a very enjoyable social Organized education, he said, be
event.
gan with the universities and
worked downward. He further
C o n tracts fo r F urnish ing A lm shouse stated that the college should keep
in touch with the work of the pub
In firm ary.
lic schools, though he did not agree
The Directors of the Poor have with the idea of colleges offering a
announced that they have granted definate course of study for public
contracts for furnishing the new in school teachers, saying that the
firmary building at the almshouse man who has had a thorough college
with 50 iron hospital beds and training is the one who will make
springs, 4 double beds for uurses, the most proficient teacher.
50 mattresses, operating table, 10
Following Dr. Spangler’s ad
small tables, and various other dress was a recitation by Miss
fixtures.
Elizabeth B. Lachman, entitled “ The
Boat Race. ’’ Miss Lachman pre
sented the selection with great
PERSO NAL.
spirit and dramatic ability, winning
Miss Jessie Bean, of Philadel the.praise of all present.
phia, was the guest of Miss Anna
Prof. W. A. Kline, instructor of
Zimmerman on Saturday and Sun Latin at Ursinus,’ spoke on the
day.
“Proper Teaching of Latin,” first
Mr. Forrest Bickel, of Phila giving a brief history of the. .lan
delphia, spent Sunday in Coliege guage, and touching upon the
study of Etymology in the schools.
ville visiting friends.
The music of the evening was
Miss Maggie Miller, of Norris furnished by the pupils of the
town was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Coliegeville schools under the
A. M. Halteman on Sunday.
i
direction of Mr. Stanley Cassel->
Mr. H. M. Weist, of Freeburgf a berry. Two selections, “Punchin
graduate of the class of ’92 of Ur ello” and “Five O’clock in the
sinus College was in town Satur Morning,” were excellently ren
dered and loudly applauded.
day.
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Tonight

HoosB’s

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital i $250,000

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

anyuung. m e re is still preserved at
Lloyd’s a policy on the life of Napo
leon Bonaparte for one month at a
If your liver is out of order, causing premium of 3 guineas per cent. Bank
OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE
Biliousness, Sick Headache, Heart- deposits are insured In Lloyd’s, also
bum, or Constipation, take a dose of race horses and the lives of threatened
monarchs. An odd case was the cov
ering of a risk on a glass bed packed
in 20 cases for a certain sultan. Lloyd’s
On retiring, and tomorrow your di Insured the Prince of Wales jubilee
stamps, guaranteeing th a t the* issue
gestive organs will be regulated and would be successful. The voice of a
SOLD -A-T
you will be bright, active and ready prima donna has been Insured. A
for any kind of work. This has
been the experience of others; it tradesman in a London street who has
will be yours. HOOD’S PILLS are an Impression th at a monument may
sold by all medicine dealers. 2o cts. fall on his shop has taken out a policy
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
a t the nominal premium of 2s. 6d. per
cent. Gate money for cricket and foot
RAILROADS.
ball matches; animals of all sorts
ashore and afloat are subjects for In
surance. Policies against twins is a
favorite form of insurance.
“A well known underwriter Is said to
CONTRACTOR FOR
be always ready to lay a thousand to
one against twins. Lloyd’s Issues In
surance against burglary. Elephants
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
are insured regularly. The life of the
great Jumbo, who came to New York
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 25,1900
on a Monarch line steamship, was in
sured in Lloyd’s for the voyage to New
Trains Leave College ville.
York. He was not insured when the
F o r P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n , B r id g e p o r t
life was knocked out of him by a loco
In Steam, Hot
a n d P h il a d e l p h ia — Week days—6.26, 8.12
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 motive on an American railroad whose
Water, and
tracks he was crossing. A celebrated
it. m.; 6.13 p m.
Hot Air.
F or A llrntow n —Week days—7.14, 10.08 singer took out an Insurance In Lloyd’s
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. on the life of Queen Victoria. She
m.; 7.39 p. m.
paid a big premium on account of the
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
Trains For Col lege ville.
age of the queen. The reason the sing Branches.
‘ _ ^ ==—_
L eave P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.06, er did this was not because she cared
Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges, Cot— -"Y.
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 anything more than most folks for the
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
queen, but because her contract to sing tage Boilers.
L eave B r id g e po rt —Week days —6.43,
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45 would have been abrogated by the
queen’s death, which would have
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
L eave P erkiomen J u nction —Week days plunged England into «mourning and
—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.55, 6.20, p. m. Sun prevented the singer’s appearance In
days—8.13 a. in ; 7 22 p. m.
opera.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25,
б. 55,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.35 “The committee of Lloyd’s has a
standing advertisement In Lloyd’s
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.
Weekly Shipping Index requesting all
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
captains who may call a t British ports
to ‘communicate any Information con
IN EFFECT OCTOBER 15, 1900.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf cerning any wreck or vessel In distress
or making a long passage to Lloyd’s
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
agent a t the first port of call. The val
Weekdays—Express 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4.00, ue of such intelligence is great, and it
5.00, 7.15 p m. Accommodation 8.00 a. m. may be sufficient to remind captains
5.30 p. m. Sundays—Express 9 00, 10.00 how often such news may be the
a. m. Accommodation 8 00 a. m., 5.00 p.m.
O FLeave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays— means of conveying to the wives and
families
of
officers
and
crews
the
as
Express 7.35, 9 00,10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5.30, p.
m. Accommodation 8.05 a. m., 4.05 p. m. surance of the safety of their husbands
Sundays—Express 4.80, 7.30 p. m. Accom or fathers.’
modation 7.15 a. m., 4.05 p. m.
“At an office on the ground floor of
Parlor cars on all express trains.
the Royal Exchange Lloyd’s answers,
For Cape May—Weekdays—9.15 a. m,,4.15, free of charge, all sorts of inquiries
p. m. Sundays—9.15 p. m.
from the wives, other relatives or the
For Ocean City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., sweethearts of sailors anxious about
4.15 p. m. Sunduys—9.15 a. m.
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., the cruise of poor Jack or desirous of
finding out where his ship may be.
5.00 p. m.
New York and Atlantic City Express, There is a list kept by which the
Must have room for SPRING STOCK now
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m. whereabouts of any British vessel may
and Atlantic City, 8.30 a m. Detailed time be found in a twinkling. An Impor arriving and coming in such quantities that we
tables at ticket offices.
tan t book is the ‘Captain’s Register,’
containing the biography of more than must have the room.
W. G. BESLER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
30,000 commanders in the merchant
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. service of Great Britain. Another vol
R. F. REAVER, A9st. Gen. Pass’r Agt.
ume not high in favor with the under
writers is called the ‘black book,’ iu
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.
which missing and wrecked ships are
Remember that the Coats ara all this season’s
recorded. Lloyd's publishes what Is
practically a list of all the merchant
vessels of the world measuring 100 styles. The prices are as follow s:
tons or more. I t Is called ‘Lloyd’s Reg
Now $2.75
ister of British and Foreign Shipping,’
$5.50 Garments
and it tells all about every seagoing
<• $3.25
$6.50
“
craft worth mentioning, giving her ton
“ $4.00
$S.OO
“
nage, dimensions and the name of her
« $4.50
$ 0.00
«
captain and owner.”
“ $4.62
$9.25
“
English the Greatest Tea Drinkers.
«
$5.75
“
And whither go the millions of $11.50
“
$ 6.00
$
12.00
“
pounds of tea which are grown in the
« $6.38
gardens of the east? The.answ er is $12.75
“
rather surprising. Most people would $16.00
“
$ 8.00
“
Great Slaughter in Prices !—Foi say th at Russia Is the greatest tea
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made drinking nation of the world and re
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order gard the samovar as the palladium.
This sale w ill continue until the goods are dis
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the But It Is Great Britain which is su
preme
at
the
tea
table.
Even
20
years
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
posed of. Come early, while the bargains are here.
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, ago we consumed on an average five
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc. pounds of tea apiece every year. Now
Also a lot of ^choice grade Cigars. Bor we dispose of nearly six pounds. No
other country approaches us In this retrade a specialty.
E sta te ,
spect, for there Is no European country
W . E. JOHNSON,
but Holland In which more than one
pound per head Is consumed. After
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
80 and 82 Main Street,
this it is not surprising to learn that
the colonies surpass their mother coun
try and th at Australia drinks more
213 and 215 DeKalb Street,
than 7% pounds per head of its popula
tion. To put the case in a nutshell, the
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Kingdom drinks more tea than
W hen in N orristow n, Pa., United
all the other European countries and
the United States put together.—Lon
STOP AT THE
don Chronicle.

SURE CORN CURE,

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Culbert’s : Drug : Store,

Main and DeKaib Sts., Morristown, Pa.
JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. €*• HOBSON* Treasurer and Trust Officer

A SMOKEHOUSE.
A Plan For a Convenient, Cheap and
Tidy Arrangement.

Here Is a plan for a smokehouse
which the correspondent who present
ed it In. Ohio Farm er says Is handy and
cheap and also provides a place for
storing ashes ready for use as a fertili
zer in the spring Instead of piling

Geo. F. Clamer,

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

Heating
Apparatus

M A IN

S T ., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .

■ät G R E A T )£■
S A C R IF IC E SA LE

I X ja -c lle s ’

PAYS 3 PE R CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 P E R CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, iU?ent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
E state and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
Send for book with full explanations.

A Very Important Matter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST' FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

Olamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

FLOOR FLAN OF SMOKEHOUSE.

them in a heap on the ground to be
wasted, killing the grass for yards Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect
around and making a slovenly looking We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,
place.
The first cut represents the floor plan.
F. J. CLAMER.
A, ash bin; B, brick arch; C, sewer EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
pipe. You will see by the plan you do
not have to go into the smokehouse,
filling your eyes with smoke, when you
Wm. C. H A R TH ’ S
fix the fire. Get two pieces of six inch
sewer pipe. Dig out a little trench In
the ground, taking a few bricks and
Established • • 1875.
laying up a wall on the sides. Take a
piece of sheet iron and lay on the top,
covering with a little dirt. This Is a
complete outfit for smoking hams and
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
shoulders 'and no danger of setting any
thing on fire or getting the hams too
hot.
FIRST-CLASS
The second cut is the elevation. The
building is 7 feet high, 2 by 4 studding
BREAD
are used, sills 2 by 6 inches, doubled;
plates 2 by 4, doubled. The sides are
AND
covered with seven-eighths inch drop

THE OLD STAND

BAKERY

Choice Bread

»Cakes

22ju.

(Opposite Court House).
——0O0----

First-class Accommodations for Han
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. G able, Proprietor.

Coal, Lumber,
F E

E

D

JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker * Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA.

1?J±-

WHAT IS LLOYD’S?
I t I ■ the Greatest Insurance Agency
In the World.

“Most of the members of Lloyd's car
ry on business as brokers or under
writers on their own responsibility,”
says a w riter In Ainslee’s Magazine.
“As a corporation Lloyd’s assumes no
financial liability for. the failure of any
of its members or subscribers. But it
adm its to membership only men of
reputation and means, who m ust de
posit a pecuniary guarantee in order to
become an underwriting and nonunder
writing member, an annual subscriber
or an associate. An underwriting
member m ust deposit with the com
mittee of Lloyd’s £5,000 or £6,000, on
which he receives interest and which
may be returned to him three years aft
er he ceases to be an underwriting
member. He pays an entrance fee of
£4,000 and an annual subscription of 20
guineas. An annual subscriber pays
no entrance fee, but an annual sub
scription of 7 guineas. An associate
member pays 5 guineas. ,
“There were in 1771 only 79 sub
scribers to Lloyd’s. There are now
nearly 1,000. The subscribers in the
olden time, as now, did not confine
themselves to marine Insurance. They
were willing to take a risk on almost

MBranch
UNN&
NewYork
Office, 635 F St., Washington, D. C.
0 Q a361 Broadway,

BŒ'-THEALBERTSON
TRUST
-AND-

Safe Deposit Co.,
—OF—

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Directly opp. the Post Office and
One Square from the Court House
By appointing the 4LBERTSOS
TRUST and SAFE DEPOSIT
COMPANY as Trustees, Guard
ians, &«., estates will be saved
double costs, eommissions, Ac.,
as it never dies.
It takes charge o f wills without
cost.
It pays two and three per eeut.
interest on deposits.
Its securities are safely kept in
an up-to-date fire and burglar
prooftime lock and combination
safe.

SAMUEL. E. SYCE,

ELEVATION OF SMOKEHOUSE.

IB I
IB I

BOARDING STABLES

siding. The following materials will
build it: Fourteen pieces 2 by 4, 14
feet; two pieces 2 by 6, 16 feet; two
pieces 2 by 6,12 feet; five pieces 2 by 4,
12 feet; 235 feet drop siding, three
bunches shingles, 60 feet six inch
crown molding, 100 feet roof boards,
four boards 1 by 12, 14 feet; two pieces
six Inch sewer pipe.

RAPE AND VETCH.
Green Soiling- and Cover Crops.
Vetch a Nitrogen Gatherer.

At Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and at the
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.

F ARME RS

CEREALINE

A. E. HOOD,
- G O A L -

OF

TbeIndependent
FOR

$ 1
.00.

P r e s id e n t .

V ic e P r e s id e n t a n d T r u s t O f f ic e r .

CLEMENT J. CRAFT,
Secrbtart.

«as- Furniture
Fresh From the Factories, now

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to offer
our customers goods at prices
never before beard of*
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are bard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $80, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher; Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Oitr line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 82 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window 8hades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make yonr selections early, while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

- 0O0If yon are not a subscriber,
join tbe INDEPENDENT’S
large and interesting family of
readers, and don’t postpone do
ing a good thing.
Tbe INDEPENDENT does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of reading matter of an in
different or trifling character.
Quality, not mere quantity,
should be the first consideration
of every well conducted news
paper. The readers of the
I N D E P E N D E N T are its

■ FURNISHING

W

Undertaker Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P h o n e N o. 18. -

Samuel R. lowrey,
(Successor to Fox

&

Mowrey,)

friends and they are trne to the
newspaper that has served
them for 20 years and more.

With the Changes of the Season

'all ant f

If You
Have

“Wheeler & Wilson”

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
I®“ Wjll meet trains at a.l Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5

year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

on Exhibition at the

.

W m . H. Gristoek’s Sons,

Scientific American.

Ahandsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, S3 a

Baked by the Proprietor
himself,

T IVERY AND

I. H. BRENDLINGER

RAMBO HOUSE

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

WILLIAM F. SOLLY,

Who has had years of experience in bak
eries of first grade. All kinds of plain and
fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
orders.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
JOHN H. CU STER,
Every effort will be made to please
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

As a crop for green soiling and as a
cover crop rape is rapidly growing in T E A M S TO H IR E
favor. I t has been found th a t the At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
crucifers, as rape and turnips and mus or carriage to any destination desired.
tards, will grow fairly well where
HORNE CLIPPING every weekday.
many other less hardy plants will fall
ttW Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
entirely. During the past summer for sale at reasonable prices.
rape sown about Aug. 1 made a good
HENRY YO ST, JR.
growth, and the ground is now cov
ered thickly with the plants. They
will not grow In this latitude (New
York) through the winter, yet the tops
form a valuable covering for the soil,
says Country Gentleman, which gives
the following Information about rape
Take Notice I
and vetch: Where rape is sown for a
cover crop It would be well to sow not
more than three pounds of rape seed
per acre and to sow with it four quarts
THE ONLY GENUINE
of red clover or the mammoth clover
seed. If In a locality where clover
does not produce well, then one bushel
of rye may be sown per acre with the
rape. The long cow horn turnip is
also a valuable soiling crop.
Vetch belongs to the leguminous or
F E E D
der of plants and is supposed to be like
the clovers, capable of securing a part
CAN BE HAD OF
of Its nitrogen from the free nitrogen
of the air. There are two varieties of
vetch in common use, Vicia sativa, or
fill One Regret.
spring vetch, and Vicia villosa, or the
“What are you grumbling about?”
-----TO----sand vetch. The variety most com
demanded his satanic majesty. “We’ve
O A K S , P A.
monly grown is the Vicia sativa. It
got lots of people here quite as good as
Ç R O W
a
b o u t I grows best in a cool, moist climate, yet
you, who are perfectly satisfied.”
———o—
it may be grown successfully In almost
“Oh, I don’t mind being here. It’s a
every
section
of
the
United
States
very Interesting place,” replied the em
Dealer in tbe Best Grades o f
This plant, like rape, is used for two
inent explorer, “b u t what jars me is
NOTHING BUT BEST
Lehigh and Schuylkill
purposes, as food for animals and as a
that I can’t go back and lecture about
crop for green soiling. As a food for
it.”—Philadelphia Press.
animals it ranks high. I t is rich in
W o n * T h a n H I. Own.
protein, furnishing an ideal ration for
A gentleman who owns one of the
milk cows. The vetch plant is weak
-------a n d -------finest estates in the north of Ireland,
and if grown alone will fall to the
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
while In his gardens one morning, no
ground, where it Is likely to undergo
ticed one of the laborers very badly
decomposition before it matures. It is FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
VJ4
A •* clad and asked him:
better sown with oats or barley, prefer
ERS, LIME, FIELD 8EED, &c.
“Have you no better clothes than
ably oats. In the southern states the
those, Mat?”
climate of summer would be too hot
“No, in troth, yer honor, worse luck,”
for the successful growth of the plants,
replied Mat.
but it could be sown in the fall with
“Well, call a t the house this evening
winter oats and would be in condition
C
O
L
L
E
G
E
V
IL
L
E
,
on your way home,” said the gentle
for feeding in early spring.
Comes the need of other C lo th in g ,
And *tis then the thrifty housewife
man. “I ’ll leave an old suit of mine
Vetches will grow well where peas
M easures out her tim e and S e w in g ,'
with the butler for you.”
will grow. A clay loam is preferable
W anton waste with care avoiding.
A few days later, when showing a
to a sandy soil. In fitting the land for
party of visitors through the gardens,
vetches it should be given as thorough
ON E-TH IR D S A V E D
he was much annoyed to see Mat look
preparation as when fitted for oats or Stitching th a t requires a full ho u r on any
ing, if possible, more a scarecrow than
com. Where vetch is sown alone about m achine can be done in
*
*
ever.
UP-TO DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO one bushel of seed per acre should be
FO
R
TY
M
IN
U
TE
S
“Why are you still wearing those old
used. When vetch is sown with oats
on the
*
*
*
*
SELECT FROM 1
clothes, Mat?" he asked.
or rye, from one bushel to one and a
“Sure, yer honor, they’re the best I
half
bushels
of
oats
or
rye
should
be
We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.
have,” replied Mat.
mixed with three pecks of vetch seed
“But did you not get the suit I left
SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
for one acre. If rye be sown with
for you the other day?” asked the gen
vetch, one bushel of rye and three
STIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.
tleman.
pecks of vetch seed will be sufficient
BOYS HATS arid CAPS, 25c. and 50c. for one acre. The seed may be put in
“Indeed, an I did, thank yer honor
kindly," replied Mat; “but, sure, I bad
with a drill or be sown broadcast and
to lave them at home to be mended.” —
harrowed in. Drilling is preferable, as
London Tit-Bits.
It will then be more evenly covered
38 Main St., Norristown, with soil.
263 High St., Pottstown.
How t li. Artist Was Called.
If the vetch is to be fed to live stock
When Henry S. Watson, the illustrat
green, cutting should begin when the
or, landed at Naples, he did not know
plants are in blossom and may con
much about European travel. He had
tinue until the plants are in the early
to make some sketches in the villages
stages of maturity. When cut for hay,
Well
and
decidedly
better
than
about Naples, and his experiences have
allow the plants to develop until ap
filled him with wonder enough for a
proaching maturity, when cut and cure
lifetime. His deft pencil helped him a
same as clover hay.
bit. At one little village' inn he tried Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi
to get It through the landlord’s head
Th« “Silent Subsoiler.”
tion and our work will
th at he was to be called early in the
I t is claimed very generally by clo
morning. He couldn’t make himself
ver growers that a field upon which a
understood. At last he drew a picture
good crop of clover is grown for two
of himself lying in bed, the sun peep
successive years will when replowed
you.
Try
us.
ing through the window, the clock at
and planted to com yield from 15 to 25
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too bushels more corn per acre than it did
the hour of 6 and the chambermaid
khocking a t the door. Then it was small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and before sown to clover or than similar NEW NO. 9 FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
quite plain, and they woke him on the designs to select from.
land by its side will which has not been
PROOF CONVINCING.
tick.—Saturday Evening P ost
T
Cl A V r A T ) Proprietor o f MARBLE WORKS, thus treated. The percentage of in More work done,
• JU . O A JL L U l V ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
crease is quite as large in raising
More time saved,
C o u l d n ’t I m a g i n e .
wheat, oats, potatoes and other crops.
More money earned
Uncle Si, from Upcreek, had ju st left
The plant draws nitrogen from the air
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
an aching molar at the dentist’s and
^COLLEGEVILLE-^
and stores it in the soil for the use of This secret of superiority lies in the mechan
stopped at a lunch counter for a sooth
succeeding
crops. The roots of the clo
ical construction.
ing beverage.
ver penetrate to a great depth In the B all B earings give ease and speed in run
“Gimme a cup of cawfee,” he said, Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
ning.
unplowed subsoil, drawing nutriment
Patent Business conducted for MODERATR
sitting down on the first vacant stool.
R otary H ook , which does away with
therefrom, assisting in holding mois The the
use of the vibrating shuttle, pro
“Draw one!” called out the girl be FEES. Our office is opposite the U. S. Pat
ture, which when the roots die and de
duces that even beautiful stitch seen on
hind the counter.
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
cay increase the fertility of the soil as
“ WHEELER & WILSON” WORK.
“That’s what he did!” responded Un
Cheapest and Best.
cle Si, with a delightful grin. “How’d ness direct, hence can transact patent busi R. H. GRATER, Prop r. well as the storing capacity for mois
13?“ A postal card will bring full infor
ture and with its sister, alfalfa, has mation.
ness in less time and at less cost than those
you know it?”—Chicago Tribune.
remote from Washington.
Have Now In Stock : Corning Eleo- justly earned the name of the “silent1
Spring Top Buggy, ‘spring back ; two subsoiler,” whose success and efficien
Literary Note.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de tlc
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second cy are generally admitted and admired.
She was a bright girl at Mount Hoi scription. We advise if patentable ox not, hand
Surrey.
1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
—Bradford Miller, Kansas.
yoke college. It happened that day free of charge. Our tee not dne till patent
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
th at they had hash for supper and Is secured. A book, “How to- Obtain Pat All Kinds o f Carriages
: A girl should learn to bake bread be Opposite Wanamaker’s.
meat balls the next morning for break ents,” with references to actual clients In
and
Business
Wagons.
fore she learns to paint. It ts better to
fast. “Yes,” she said as she glanced at your State, county, or town. Address
G. W. YOST,
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt tickle the palate than to tickle the pal
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
the table; “Review of Reviews this
ette.—Chicago Daily News.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, P. C. and careful attention.
morning.”—Boston Journal.

SOMETHING

T rade M arks
D esig n s
C opyrig hts Ac.

....

CAKES

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

C o a sts I

NOTICE THE PRICES.

50
Y E A R S ’
E X P E R IE N C E

TRACEY, th.e Hatter,

Y ou Can Do as
—= Y O U — —
Please

H

PATENTS,

Carriag,e-:-Works!

fleeter &WMMMctmi[ Co,

For Sale Dy

Heit friîîar.

A nything
To sell and want to sell it, ad

IN BUSINESS TEN TEAKS

Work Done »1 Short Notice.
Estimates aud Information

vertise in tbe INDEPENDENT
and you will sell it. Adver

Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.

tising pays every time.
Real Estate, Personal Prop

BLACKSMITHING

Uheerftilly Given.

erty and Live Stock Sales, or
Sales of any kind, advertised in
the INDEPENDENT, are sure
to attract bidders and buyers.

---- AND—

CARRIAGE PAINTING
---- AT THE----

S 3 - Collepille Carnap forts.
Get Y our
Posters

Good materials and good workmanship.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either
department satisfaction. THE BEST

Or whatever Job Printing you
may Deed from time to time, at
INDEPENDENT OflSoe.
We will try to serve you well

the

RUBBER TIRES

IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put
on wheels at reasonabl prices. Inferior
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get tbe
best and full value and ample satisfaction
for money expended.

W. J. OGDEN.

and give full value for value
received.
--------- 0O 0 ---------

The Independent,
Collegeville, Pa*

IB I
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o r r is t o w n h e r a l d book

BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WTLT.8.
/ i ET YOUR Posters Printed «I
VJ
the Independent Office.

<

